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Letter from the editor

Dear Reader,
Welcome to our special DSEI issue, published as the turmoil of
the COVID pandemic recedes and life inches back to normal. It
is a tribute to Clarion to keep the DSEI show alive and to bring
us all back together again after so many months apart or on a
Zoom screen. Since COVID struck the world has become a more
dangerous place with hot spots springing up all over the world
from Mozambique in Africa to Iranian drones in the Gulf thru to
China and Afghanistan, where the situation gets worse by the
day.
Coupled to this defence budgets, already under strain, are under
greater strain given the need to borrow billions to pay for COVID,
so cuts will be required and more emphasis on value for money
brought into to defence contracting.
A new DSEI focus is on the need for a strong, flexible and secure
digital backbone attached to comms systems suited for the new
and stringent multi-domain warfare requirements. Many of these
new technologies together with 5G, AI, Robots, Drones, C-UAV
and Machine Learning will be on show for the first time.
The challenge for militaries across the world will be to re-educate
their servicemen and women to operate these systems efficiently
and within the rules of warfare. This requires a whole new
thought process and new tactical doctrines, many of which are
still in the draft stage.
Your sincerely,

Julian Nettlefold
Editor, Battlespace

Front cover: Courtesy of Curtiss-Wright
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News in Brief

The importance of EMI compliance in
military vehicle platforms
EMI compliance, where electronic
equipment is able to perform in an
electromagnetic environment and
minimise adverse impact on equipment
around it, is essential in military,
aerospace and on other platforms. Land
vehicles with their aggregate of power
and signal systems in close proximity can
be especially vulnerable, with individual
systems complying but the vehicle
suffering issues as the electromagnetic
environment changes with the systems
in place and active. The incorporation of
EMI filtering and shielding at the earliest
stages can avoid the cost, complexity
and space challenges of retrofitting each
system and avoid long programme delays.

Complex assemblies providing filtered
interconnection with attenuation
performances from 10s of kHz to GHz
can have signal and power lines with
widely different performances combined
in a single part optimised for size and
weight. On site manufacture of three
capacitor technologies, tubular, discoidal
and planar array allow leadtime and cost
concerns to be addressed at the earliest
stage.
Single line filters with combinations of
capacitors and inductors range from
lower cost C or LC types to multiple
cascades of filter elements to maximise

insertion loss performance, with
ratings of 1kVdc and 100A in regular
manufacture.
The long working life planned for many
land vehicle and aerospace platforms
makes through life support an important
consideration. Oxley can support
customers in mitigating potential issues
through their experience and capability
including ongoing design & development
capability, in-house manufacture
from raw material, keen obsolescence
management and a practise of offering
last time buys as product life cycles come
to close.

Oxley Group manufactures high
reliability, low pass EMI filters for
military, aerospace and communication
applications. Our experience of
capacitors and EMI filters developed over
seven decades has produced thousands of
products both as standard offerings and
as bespoke solutions. The harsh operating
environments and onerous performance
requirements of our customers are met
through a focus on reliability and in
house capability which extends from
design through ceramic and metal piece
parts manufacture to plating, assembly
and final test.
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IP at the heart of new innovation strategy
The UK government’s innovation strategy
sets out how the UK aims to be a global
leader in innovation and a strong
intellectual property system will be key to
make that happen. Innovation is critical
in tackling the UK’s biggest challenges,
including achieving Net Zero, levelling
up growth across the country, achieving
our ambitions as a global trading nation
and economic recovery from the Covid
pandemic.
IP will play a central role in creating
the right environment to meet these
challenges. An effective IP system gives
confidence to businesses, creators and
investors that ideas will be protected and
they can get a return for their work.
The Strategy outlines how IP will address
its four pillars of unleashing business,
supporting people and skills, serving
the needs of institutions and places and
stimulating missions and technologies.
Specifically, the IPO will:
l	launch a new ‘IP Access’ fund that will
help businesses to grow and to build
back better from the Covid pandemic.
Building on the already successful IP
audit plus programme, this new scheme
will support businesses to manage and

commercialise their IP so that they can
use the value within their IP assets to
grow their business
l	launch a new, free, fit for purpose
support offer for businesses and
organisations to make the most of their
IP in overseas markets. The service will
consist of easy to access, ‘self-serve’,
online materials and clearer routes to
access the UK’s network of IP experts
based in key export markets around the
world
l	extend its education programme to
reach more higher education-based
researchers during the next academic
year. This will help them better
understand and manage the IP they
create and generate the maximum
benefit from their research
In addition, the IPO will consult a number
of issues to strengthen the UK’s IP system,
and in the Autumn it will consult on the
protection of inventions and creations
made by artificial intelligence (AI) with
minimal human input. Following its 2020
call for views the IPO will look at options
to address whether patents should be
granted to inventions, and copyright
should apply to creative works, created
by AI.

The IPO will also lead a call for views
to better understand how the current
framework for Standard Essential Patents
(SEPs) is functioning to support innovation,
and to establish whether change is needed.
The IPO set out in its Corporate Plan a
programme of work that will support
the government’s focus on innovation
including developing an IP & Innovation
Passport and an IP in Finance strategy
alongside a framework linking IP to
stages in the business lifecycle. It will
also publish a Places Strategy and along
with existing regional posts that will
support the levelling up agenda. The IPO’s
Corporate Plan was published in May and
sets out its priorities over the coming
business year (2021-22). The IPO is the
official UK government body responsible
for intellectual property (IP) rights
including patents, designs, trade marks
and copyright. It operates and maintain a
clear and accessible intellectual property
system in the UK, which encourages
innovation and helps the economy and
society to benefit from knowledge and
ideas. It helps people get the right type of
protection for their creation or invention.
(Source: https://www.gov.uk/)

£9.5m investment for military space communications
The Defence Science and Technology
Laboratory (Dstl) have awarded a £9.5m
contract to In-Space Missions Ltd for the
build of the Titania satellite, which will
undertake vital research on the nextgeneration of communications technology.
To be launched in 2023 and approximately
the size of a washing machine, the satellite
will support the ‘Titania Operational
Concept Demonstrator’ which is exploring
the military utility of Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) direct-to-earth free-space optical
communications (FSOC).
As modern battlespace technology requires
increasingly high bandwidth, FSOC
has the potential to transform military
communications with its ability to transfer
large volumes of data, with a low risk of
detection or interception.
The technology works by transmitting
the data at high speeds via narrow laser
beam between two very specific points.
In this case Titania will communicate with
‘Puck’, Dstl’s new Optical Ground Station
– carrying on the tradition of the UK
naming space projects and satellites after
Shakespearian characters.
This world-leading science will inform
choices for military space capabilities
and could be utilised for future military
satellite communications, potentially
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providing high speed connectivity to link
air, land and maritime platforms.
The satellite will be built in the UK by
Hampshire-based In-Space Missions, with
the contract directly supporting 20 jobs at
the company and in the UK supply chain.
Forming an important part of developing
the MoD’s space capability, the contract
follows the recent launch of UK Space
Command at RAF High Wycombe, which
saw the headquarters of Defence space
capabilities and operations officially ‘stood
up.’

£1.4bn into next-generation technology in
the Defence Space Portfolio across the next
10 years.”
The contract to build the satellite has
been awarded through the Serapis Lot
2 commercial framework, run by Dstl
in collaboration with BAE Systems. The
framework aims to reach non-traditional
defence suppliers, small and medium-sized
enterprises, and academia to develop new
capabilities with the space domain.
(Source: https://www.gov.uk/)

Commander of UK Space Command, Air
Vice Marshal Paul Godfrey said, “Following
our stand-up as a Joint Command, the
Titania satellite contract is the next
exciting step for the UK in space. It’s a
brilliant example of the partnerships being
developed and enhanced across the UK
space enterprise, developing capabilities
that not only enable military operations,
but underpin countless activities essential
to our way of life and the safety of our
nation. Supported by the £24bn uplift
announced by the Prime Minister last year,
the programme reaffirms commitments
outlined in the Defence Command
Paper with a focus on developing space
capabilities and operating in this domain.
The construction of the Titania satellite
is part of the MoD’s investment of over

News in Brief
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Ajax – ‘Send Again, Over’
Are EMC Problems the root cause of
the Ajax Noise issues?
The Ajax brief to the House of Commons
Defence Committee (HCDC) on July 21st,
by industry and the MoD alike, outlined
a myriad of problems surrounding the
fielding of Ajax. Noise and vibration were
the main issues which have caused a stop
to the Trials. Millbrook and MIRA have
been tasked by the MoD and GDUK alike
to investigate these serious issues which
have caused hearing damage to a number
of soldiers.
One problem highlighted was noise issues
on the Bowman radios not apparent
in other vehicles such as Warrior. This
points to EMC issues with the Bowman
radios talking to the C4ISR systems. We
gave a brief description of EMC issues
encountered in armoured vehicles and
other defence platforms at the end of this
Feature.

Ajax Background
The MoD selected General Dynamics to
develop what was then known as ‘Scout’
and later renamed ‘Ajax’ back in 2010. A
fixed price contract to build 589 vehicles
across six variants was signed in 2014
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By Julian Nettlefold

with the total cost of the programme
envisaged at £5.3bn. Problems were
identified by the MoD’s Major Projects
Portfolio sponsor group which monitors
performance of all major procurement
programmes.
General Dynamics had already laid out
its version of the problems besetting
Ajax in written evidence delivered to the
Committee. Referring specifically to the
noise and vibration issues the company
said that ‘it was working closely with the
MoD to fully investigate these reports,
identify and address potential causes.’
According to General Dynamics, by the
start of July this year payments from the
MoD to the company had totalled £2.65
billion.

Ajax brief to the House of Commons
Defence Committee (HCDC)
Having heard the entire brief to the
House of Commons Defence Committee
(HCDC) on July 21st which Chairman
Tobias Ellwood MP described as, “A litany
of errors,” and the eye watering sums
of money involved, £5.5 billion in the
delivery of 25 vehicles, one point was
obvious, Ajax has an inherent design
problem and it is going to be very

expensive to fix, if indeed as Jeremy Quin
said if the pending Review deems the
problems are fixable at a reasonable price
and within an agreed delivery time.
The Defence Committee held a one-off
evidence session on the Ajax programme,
hearing from General Dynamics and the
Ministry of Defence (MoD). This session
was intended to explore progress on the
Ajax programme in light of recent reports
about the vehicles’ mobility, speed, firing
on the move, survivability and ISTAR
capabilities and the noise and vibration
problems encountered during testing.
Questions focussed on the history of the
Government’s negotiations with General
Dynamics, as well as any contingency
plans for cancelling the programme and
the potential impact on jobs and the
supply chain.
Carew Wilks, Vice President & General
Manager, and Scott Milne, Executive
Programme Director, appeared on behalf
of General Dynamics Land Systems in
the first panel. The second panel heard
the Government’s side, speaking to
Jeremy Quin MP, Minister for Defence
Procurement.
Kevan Jones MP made a number of very
searching questions about GD’s contract

Ajax – ‘Send Again, Over’
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performance and its ability to deliver
which Carew Wilks tried deftly to avoid.

Carew Wilks, Vice President
& General Manager, General
Dynamics Land Systems – UK
Carew Wilks was between 2011 and 2013
Director Land Equipment DE&S at Abbey
Wood, Bristol and whose earlier career
had been spent as an Army Engineering
Officer.
Carew Wilks, looked forlorn and not
his usual ebullient self, in the heat
of questioning from the Committee,
admitted noise and vibrations have
been ‘a feature of the design since 2010.’
The Government has previously stated
‘anecdotal reports of vibration’ were
made after soldiers took part in pretrials training on prototype variants of
the Ajax vehicles in 2019. Tests of the
programme were previously ‘paused
as a precautionary measure’ between
November 2020 and March 2021.
Carew Wilks said, “If we're talking about
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noise and vibration on the platform,
this has been a feature of the design
since 2010 when we started work on the
programme. Armoured vehicles such as
this require a balanced design to meet all
the requirements, and with the engine
configuration and other characteristics,
there is noise and vibration on the
platform.”
He went on to say that another issue
was the noise resonance from the BCIP
5.6 Bowman radio system which was not
present in Warrior which has a similar
radio system.
This was the clue to the EMC issues.
Sources told BATTLESPACE as long ago
as 2015 that GDUK may have EMC issues
with Ajax as they had tested individual
systems but not the entire vehicle. Logic
suggests that the harmonics issues only
became apparent when the complex C4ISR
recce system was fired up and tested
when the radios were switched on. Whilst
we cannot prove this, the likelihood is
that the Bowman radios interfered with
the complex ISR and targeting systems.
This is not an unusual occurrence and

similar issues occurred in Afghanistan
with C-IED systems. The Bowman VHF
radios had to be turned off when C-IED
systems were in use, hence HF became a
more popular bearer. Another situation
occurred when the windscreen wipers of
the MAN trucks interfered with the VHF
radios and they had to be supressed.
Radiation issues were one of the main
causes for the cancellation of the
Crusader self-propelled gun system by the
US DoD in 2002. Like Ajax, Crusader had
a very sophisticated software system of
4000 lines of code. This belched out EMC
on the battlefield and in reality, Crusader
became a beacon on the battlefield for
any enemy missile attacks or enemy
counter battery fire.
Carew Wilks was also asked if GDUK was
in dispute with the MoD over Morpheus.
He quite rightly declined to answer this
question as it was not in his remit to do
so.
Mark Francois asked if GDUK had taken
account that Ajax would be required to
accommodate the Morpheus radio system

Ajax – ‘Send Again, Over’

Carew Wilks when he was in charge of
vehicle procurement at DE&S. However,
he firmly reposted such a suggestion
saying that on his departure from DE&S
he had served in various industry posts
before joining GDELS.

Scott Milne, Executive Programme
Director, General Dynamics Land
Systems – UK
Scott Milne added, “From the inception
of the contract, the control of noise and
vibration is a key feature of the design.
We put design features in from the very
start of the design to make sure the
noise and vibration generated to the
platform does not exceed legislation
limits and action values. Throughout the
development phase of the programme,
through the seven prototypes and for
each production variant, we have tested
the noise and vibration levels of the
platform – those levels are comparable to
other armoured fighting vehicles within
the family and in service today.”

and had GDUK taken that into account.
Carew Wilks replied that the system
installed was open architecture and fully
GVA complaint which would enable any
radio upgrade.
Neither the MoD nor GDUK commented
on how much it would cost to retrofit the
entire Ajax fleet to Morpheus standard
from Bowman. This was a huge cost when
the Editor worked for ITT Defence UK on
Bowman in 1992. GVA compliance and
plug and play systems lessens any retrofit
costs in this case.
Carew Wilks said that GDUK was
committed to the vehicle achieving FOC
by 2025 by delivering 116 vehicles.
25 vehicles had been delivered, 12 with
turrets, 270 hulls constructed along
with 60 turrets. 60,000 kms of trials had
already taken place and 4000 rounds of
CTA ammunition fired with 70 Battlefield
Missions. All the 25 vehicles delivered
have noise and vibration issues.
One member of the Committee appeared
to try and place the blame for Ajax on

BATTLESPACE C4ISTAR TECHNOLOGIES

Scott Milne went on to say that the bulk
of the noise issues emanated from the
800hp V8 engine and running gear. It is
likely that the noise issues went over the
required prescribed government limits
when weight was added to the vehicle
which started at 25 tonnes and is now 42
tonnes, an increase which puts strain on
the engine, transmission and drivetrain.
One of the reasons for the success of
the GDUK bid was the ability to install a
larger engine and gearbox. One possible
reason used by GDUK as a ‘get out of jail
free card,’ was the suggestion that the
differing headset configurations between
the MoD issued systems and those used by
GDUK for the Trials could have caused the
noise issues.

Jeremy Quin MP, Minister for
Defence Procurement, Ministry of
Defence
Jeremy Quin said he would be “very
surprised” if initial operating capability
(IOC) was declared in September 2021. He
told the House of Commons in June this
year that there was ‘90% confidence’ of
IOC meeting the September target. Jeremy
Quin then told the hearing there are
“serious issues with noise and vibration”
which must be resolved before IOC is
declared and that he hopes trials of the
Ajax vehicles will resume soon. He went
on to say that an independent expert
is being sought to evaluate the Ajax
programme. He went on to say that the
project may be cancelled but he would
await the Report following the evaluation
at Millbrook which the MoD is paying for
with GDUK providing the vehicles and
drivers. Carew Wilks confirmed that MIRA
was also involved in the evaluation of the
problems and GDUK was paying for these
trials.

Jeremy Quin said that the Millbrook
Report would be available by September
at the earliest, in reality, we would
expect either late autumn or early next
year once all involved have seen the
results and most importantly the cost
of fixing the problems. He confirmed
that the £5.5 billion was a Fixed Price
contract between the MoD and GDUK,
so, in effect, any repairs or fixes would
be down to GDUK.
Jeremy Quin was asked whether any
money had been held back pending the
resolution of the noise and vibration
issues and he confirmed that money had
been withheld and that in his opinion,
GDUK would be responsible for paying
for fixing the problems.
Everyone agreed that the main issue
was the decision by the MoD to have a
‘design and make’ contract before the
design had been tried and tested in the
prototype stage. Had this happened
this would have reduced the huge costs
already paid out as the problems would
have been ironed out and the design
frozen prior to the production phase.
£3.2 billion was paid for initial design
and development phase, £750 million for
training and support and £2 billion for
manufacture, subsystems such as radios
C4ISR systems and the turrets.
The other ‘bridge too far,’ was to
introduce a new canon along with a
new vehicle. The TRL Level of CT40 was
around 6 when introduced so huge sums,
well over £100 million by the MoD and
over £50 million by Lockheed, was spent
making it fit for purpose, up to today's
level, with some issues left unresolved.
Both GDUK and Lockheed Martin offered
a turret solution with a Bushmaster 44
30mm solution, this was turned down
by DE&S who were fixated by CT40,
which, as we speak, has only one other
customer, France, the manufacturer of
the canon.
Tobias Ellwood welcomed Mr. Quin’s
‘willingness to conduct a review and
make a sober assessment as to whether
you can genuinely go forward with this
or whether it is then time to draw a line’.

David Williams CB, Permanent
Secretary, Ministry of Defence
David Williams and Jeremy Quin
confirmed that Ajax is a fixed price
contract for the defined contract
requirements that covers demonstration,
vehicle production, training systems and
in-service support. The contract value is
£4.62bn (excluding VAT). Initial Operating
Capability had originally been scheduled
for 2020 with full operating capability
forecast for 2025. An additional £800
million for training, support and CT40
enhancements, takes the final value to
£5.5 billion.
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When questioned about jobs and
investment by GDUK Carew Wilks made
a vain attempt to underline the 10,000
jobs claims made by Sandy Wilson and
his team in 2010. He said that the Ajax
programme supports 800 personnel
working at Merthyr Tydfil and Oakdale
together with a UK supply chain of 3,300
direct jobs. However, it should not be
ignored that the MoD had confirmed as
far back as 2016 that almost 100 Ajax
vehicles would be manufactured in
Spain. In a written statement to the UK
Parliament, the MoD had also confirmed
that hulls for a further 489 armoured
fighting vehicles would also be built in
Spain before being transported to the
Merthyr Tydfil facility in Wales for final
assembly.
The panel asked how much GDUK had
invested in the Ajax facility in exchange
for this £5.5 billion contract and they
confirmed that the total outlay was £40
million for the South Wales factory,
which raised a few eyebrows!
Reassessment is now on the cards
and Jeremy Quin told the Committee
that, “We are currently undertaking
a search for the right person who
will be responsible for the delivery of
this programme through to FOC (Full
Operational Capability) or informing
ministers if – something which we
sincerely hope is not the case – this is for
any reason unachievable.”
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Lieutenant General Ralph
Wooddisse CBE MC, Commander
Field Army, Ministry of Defence
Lieutenant General Ralph Wooddisse
confirmed at the hearing that the Army
was now looking at recce alternatives on
the battlefield in the form of UAVs and
Apache.
In a slightly confusing turn of events,
Committee Chairman Tobias Ellwood
suggested that Ajax was there to support
Boxer with its 40mm turret. That was
never the intention for Ajax, whose role
is purely for recce. Tobias Ellwood asked
the General what alternatives would be
sued to support Boxer which does not
have a turret system to give covering
fire to its troops. General Wooddisse
suggested that Challenger 3 would be
able to give covering fire to Boxer. But,
again this confuses the issue as Challenger
3 operates in front of Boxer and is not
designed to give covering fire to infantry
given its 120mm gun. An alternative could
be Boxer with Stinger or Javelin missiles as
an interim solution.
It was also pointed out that it would take
at least three weeks to deploy Challenger
3 by sea to Ukraine in the event of any
conflict.
What was never said throughout the
whole discussion is that Ajax, at 42
tonnes, is too big for recce purposes

to replace Scimitar. In addition, the
staggering price of £9 million per vehicle
puts it in the top league of any other
recce variants in use. Countries such
as Holland and Germany use Dingo
armoured vehicles with advanced C4ISR
systems and UAVs for recce ops. The
Army is already developing a Jackal with
a mast-mounted Long Range Day/Night
EO/IR camera and associated equipment,
should JLTV be eventually procured by
the UK, a JLTV with an advanced C4ISR
system and OWS for protection and
accompanying UAVs would be another
recce solution.
In his piece today Howard Wheeldon
said, “If so and if the Army is to have a
vehicle fit for purpose and able to do
the job required within a suitable time
frame my answer is that the decision
announced in the Integrated Review
process to cancel the Warrior Infantry
Fighting Vehicle upgrade programme
should be immediately reversed.” (That is
exactly what BATTLESPACE discussed in
our feature last week ‘Did The UK MoD
Cancel The Wrong Armoured Vehicle
Programme? By Julian Nettlefold.’)
“There would appear to be so many
problem issues on Ajax to resolve that
experience suggests that even if all of
these could be resolved it would probably
take in excess of five years; increase the
overall cost substantially and even then,
leave an unacceptable element of risk and
loss of confidence in those who would use

Ajax – ‘Send Again, Over’
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the capability. Better by far that the MoD
walk away from the programme than
take on any further additional risk.”

Major General Timothy Hodgetts
CBE, Surgeon General, Ministry of
Defence
Major General Timothy Hodgetts
confirmed that nine soldiers had
reported for hearing and ‘vibration white
finger issues,’ but none of the later had
developed to more serious issues.
Trials of the Ajax AFV have already been
paused due to safety concerns following
personnel complaining of vibration
injuries, hearing loss, nausea and possible
spinal injuries. To make matters worse a
leaked internal report claimed that Ajax
was unable to travel safely at speeds
over 20 mph because crew members were
suffering noise that was claimed to be so
loud it made them feel sick.

some time ago and we understand that
the turret rings on both vehicles had
to be ‘beefed up,’ and the Ajax turret
strengthened to take account of the
20,000lb recoil of the CT40 canon, as it
wobbled when fired.
Mr Francois also asked Jeremy Quin
MP, Minister for Defence Procurement,
Ministry of Defence and David Williams
CB, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Defence, to confirm or deny that the
price of a CT40 round was 10 times that of
the 30mm Rarden round. The Minister and
Mr Williams avoided an answer saying it
was confidential and replied that it would
be replied to in due course, he veered the
answer sideways saying that one round
was the equivalent power of three 30mm
rounds. BATTLESPACE has covered the
costs of the CT40 ammunition for some
time and suggested many times of the

extra costs required in fielding non-NATO
approved unique ammunition. BAE is the
lead on CT40 ammunition, and, like any
new system, the ammunition and any
new variants have to be developed with
up front funding from the MoD customer
and thus benefitting BAE Systems. With
just two customers, the UK and France,
the ammunition cost will not be cheap.

Cancellation or Continue at a Price?
At the end of the gruelling session,
all parties involved, and the audience
were very much better informed about
the pitfalls of the Ajax Programme and
whether it would survive. Ajax is key
component of the Army’s equipment
Programme and with a staggering £3.45
billion already spent one would err on the
side of ‘continuing at a price.’

Mark Francois MP, made the comment
that. “If you are having to give people
steroid injections after having been in the
vehicle, that tells you everything you need
to know. It was time to ‘rip the plaster off’
and cancel it.”
There are also unsubstantiated claims that
the vehicle could not fire on the move.
This is reportedly due to the fire control
computer shutting down due to increased
vibration as it cannot lay the second
round on target.
Mark Francois also posed a question
about possible hull cracking on Ajax.
Neither GDUK nor the MoD commented
on what are, unless confirmed, rumours.
However, BATTLESPACE covered these
rumours in both Warrior and Ajax
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• European Programme Updates
• Industry Presentations
NETWORKING
• Global MilSatCom Exhibition Hall
• Evening Drinks Reception
hosted by Babcock

THURSDAY 4TH NOVEMBER
CONFERENCE
• Australian DOD Keynote Address
• International Architectural
Convergence Panel Discussion
• Airbus Panel Discussion
• CEE Nations Session
• APAC Programme Update Session
• SATCOM in Coalition Session
• Industry Perspectives
NETWORKING
• Global MilSatCom Exhibition Hall

SPONSORS

EXHIBITORS

To keep updated with programme developments and to register, please visit:

www.globalmilsatcom.com/battletechAD
Global MilSatCom Community
@SMiGroupDefence
For Global MilSatCom Updates and News, follow #GlobalMilSatCom on LinkedIn and Twitter
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However, the crux of the matter is the
fixed price contract with GDUK and the
downside for them once the issues are
found and resolved. One source suggested
at least £2 million per vehicle in the
worst case scenario and a delay of two
to five years. That would give GDUK a
bill of over £1 billion, a huge amount of
money which of course would have to be
explained to shareholders.
We await with interest as to
developments. Having listened to the
detail of the problems, we see problems
looming from outright cancelation to
severe delays to a vehicle programme
which appeared to have been flawed from
the start in concept and execution. The
Army, MoD and DE&S cannot escape from
taking the blame for Ajax.
Will Ajax survive or become ‘The British
Army’s Nimrod,’ as was suggested.

sensitive inputs. EMC problems can have
a range of effects on equipment, and
there are ways to mitigate or eliminate
them in practice. Effective EMC mitigation
techniques may differ by the type of
equipment that malfunctions, and by the
nature of the strong radio frequency field.
The singing spark can be thought of as
the ultimate form of the rusty bolt effect.
This is a situation where the output of a
transmitter is clean, the receiver is able
to reject the transmitter's frequency but
some object energised by the RF field is
then able to generate harmonics or act
as a non-linear mixer which generates
intermodulation products.
To solve this the best thing to do is to
locate the rusty bolt and either remove it
or render it harmless. Possible examples
of rusty bolts include the pole holding an
aerial, cast iron drainpipes, loose manhole
covers and guy wires on radio masts.

EMC problem (excessive field
strength)

Harmonics generated in situ

An EMC problem (or Electromagnetic
compatibility problem) occurs when
one piece of electronic equipment or
an electromagnetic system is adversely
affected by the operation of another. One
example might be breakthrough by the
high field strengths produced by a nearby
radio transmitter. EMC problems are not
always due to defects in the transmitter,
and so do not necessarily require
improvements in the radio transmitter
design, such as reducing its radiated
harmonics. It may be that the immunity
of the affected equipment is poor due
to inadequate shielding, or filtering of

In situ harmonics occur when an RF
current flows through a device, and
harmonics are generated due to the
non-linear nature of the device. This can
be regarded as a rusty bolt effect which
exists within the malfunctioning device. A
good example of this is the pair of diodes
which protect the receivers in many VHF
rigs lacking an electromechanical relay
to switch between transmit and receive
(such as the 144 MHz DJ-F1E) from the
transmitter’s RF output. In the case
of the DJ-F1E, these diodes can create
intermodulation products when the radio
set is overloaded.
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Reproduction of the signal in an
IF stage
It is possible for the unwanted signal to
enter an Intermediate frequency stage,
and if it falls within the passband of the
stage, it can cause an unwanted effect.
In an AM system, it is possible that the
unwanted signal will be amplified by
the linear stage and appear finally to
the detector as if it were a sideband
of the carrier, it is possible sometimes
for harmonics of an HF transmitter
generated within a TV set to enter the
video IF (which is at about 30 MHz).
These harmonics which enter the TV IF
could give similar herring bone pattern
effects to those seen when harmonics of
the HF transmitter are generated in the
front end.
In FM systems where the IF stage gain is
very high and the stage is designed to be
linear, it is likely that if the unwanted
signal is at least 10 dB weaker than the
wanted signal that the capture effect
will result in the receiver ignoring
the unwanted signal. If however the
unwanted signal is stronger than the
wanted signal then it is likely that the
receiver will be unable to demodulate
the wanted signal. This is related to the
normal method of jamming FM systems,
to jam an FM signal it is normal to
transmit a signal which is 10 dB stronger
(at the front end of the target receiver)
and is within the plateau of most narrow
IF stage.
(Sources Wikipedia, Howard Wheeldon,
FRAeS, Wheeldon Strategic Advisory Ltd.,
forces.net)

Ajax – ‘Send Again, Over’

BATTLESPACE C4ISTAR TECHNOLOGIES
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HENSOLDT UK: Detect & Protect
By Rohan Dearlove, Business Development Director – UK & Ireland
The European sensors house HENSOLDT
acquired British radar manufacturer
Kelvin Hughes in 2017. This was in
recognition of the UK’s global influence
in defence and security matters, and the
nation’s unique position post-Brexit.
Kelvin Hughes’ history can be traced
back to the 18th century and the
company has been known for its
innovation, agility and integrity.
HENSOLDT therefore sought to benefit
from synergies associated with Kelvin
Hughes’ radar portfolio, and to secure
a UK based industrial facility with
potential for growth.
The acquisition paved the way for
targeted investment in HENSOLDT’s UK
business in order to bolster and extend
the range and depth of its capabilities,
capacity and expertise. This better serves
the needs of HENSOLDT’s customers
and partners in the UK through the
deployment of local resources.
HENSOLDT UK was formally launched at
the DSEI exhibition in London in 2019.
Since then an ambitious growth strategy
focussed on its UK headquarters in
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Enfield, has ensured that the UK arm of
the business is capable of undertaking
the following work on behalf of the
wider HENSOLDT group’s capability
portfolio:
l	Business

Development and
Sales – close engagement with
UK stakeholders to understand
requirements and inform solutions
l	Proposal generation and management
– from expression of interest through
request for information (RFI), prequalification questionnaire (PQQ),
invitation to negotiate / invitation
to tender (ITN/ITT) and contract
negotiation
l	Programme Management and
execution – in accordance with
Ministry of Defence (MoD) principles
and documentary requirements
l	System Integration, Systems Test and
delivery
l	Training
l	Logistics support
l	Engineering and Service support
HENSOLDT is further investing in its UK
branch to extend the range of tasks and
workshare undertaken locally in the

UK. This will include full system and/or
sub-assembly design and manufacturing.
When necessary, UK-specific product
variants will be designed and locally
supported to assure UK sovereign
operation and support.
Last year HENSOLDT became a publicly
listed company on the Frankfurt stock
exchange. This was a key step in the
strategic development of the company
which was based on the understanding
that value creation will continue to
happen both within, and outside,
Germany.
The UK remains one of the biggest
defence markets in the world after
Brexit. HENSOLDT aspires to play a larger
role in its success in support of the key
tenets of HM Government’s Integrated
Review of 2021 and the Prosperity
Agenda.

Current UK programmes
RAF Typhoon
HENSOLDT provides multiple advanced

HENSOLDT UK: Detect & Protect

Above: HENSOLDT provides mission critical systems for RAF Typhoon.
avionics systems for the RAF’s
Eurofighter Typhoon, and contributes
core technology as well as major subsystems for the aircraft’s CAPTOR-E
radar system. HENSOLDT remains in the
vanguard of cutting-edge aircraft radar
design. This was confirmed last July
when the German Government awarded
HENSOLDT a significant contract to lead
the development of the next generation
of radar for its own Eurofighter fleet.

SharpEye – at sea and on land
HENSOLDT has further invested in
the SharpEye range of 2D radars and
Integrated Navigation Bridge Systems
(INBS). These systems are used extensively
by the Royal Navy and Royal Fleet
Auxiliary. Successes include the fleet-wide
Navigation Radar Programme and new
builds such as the Tide Class Tanker INBS,
River Class OPV and Dreadnought SSBN.
Variants of SharpEye radars are also
used by a number of UK customers for

coastal maritime surveillance, vessel
traffic management, offshore security
and for counter-drone applications at UK
airports.

Mode 5 IFF
Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) systems
allow military platforms to be identified
precisely by automatically sending
interrogation signals, which are answered
by transponders on board friendly units.
In June 2017, the MoD awarded a contract
to upgrade the IFF systems of 450 aircraft,
ships and ground-based air defence
systems of the British Armed Forces.
This is being rolled out by HENSOLDT
in partnership with Leonardo as Team
Skytale.
In its own right, HENSOLDT has delivered
IFF systems to 42 countries, including the
majority of 29 NATO nations and their
allies. HENSOLDT has approximately 450
IFF systems under contract for more than
80 different platform types.

Below: Royal Navy submarine – fitted with Kelvin Hughes radar.
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Looking ahead – 2021
and beyond
HENSOLDT UK offers a comprehensive
portfolio of sensors and systems for
missions in all the domains in which the
UK Armed Forces and security agencies
operate. Some examples are outlined
below:

In the Air
Radar and Airborne Mission Systems
HENSOLDT has developed a highly
capable and affordable airborne multimission surveillance radar, designed for
Maritime Patrol Aircraft, helicopters
and UAVs. Named PrecISR, it translates
the latest achievements in active array
and digital receiver technology into
a scalable high-performance sensor.
PrecISR’s compact design is suitable for
use on relatively small aircraft, where
space and weight constraints are factors.
Due to its software-defined radar modes
and electronic beam steering, PrecISR

Below: XPELLER counter-drone system featuring SharpEye radar.
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Above: PrecISR installation on mission aircraft.
can fulfil different tasks simultaneously.
It is able to detect, track and classify
more than a thousand objects.
Platform integration is significantly
simplified due to its innovative design and
the fact that all radar related components
are located outside the airframe.
In 2019, HENSOLDT was awarded a
contract to deliver a PrecISR system for
aircraft conducting maritime surveillance
and coastal range safety operations in the
UK.
PrecISR, along with other HENSOLDT
sensors such as the ARGOS II electrooptical surveillance and tracking system,
can be seamlessly integrated into the
new Xplorer Mission System, the latest
addition to the Avionics product family,
in use for many years on board UK
aircraft.

On Land
Self-Protection and situational
awareness for armoured vehicles
The Multifunctional Self-Protection
System (MUSS) is a proven and in-service
soft kill Active Protection System. MUSS
can be designed into the platform’s
layered protection, as with the PUMA
Infantry Fighting Vehicle, and fully
integrated into the platform’s Battlefield
Management Information System.
Alternatively, it can be fitted as an
applique system with a separate operator
controller, as demonstrated successfully
when fitted to the Challenger 2 Main
Battle Tank during the UK MEDUSA
Project.
The See Through Armour System (SETAS®)
is an ITAR-free, ruggedized, day and
night high performance local area

Below: MUSS system installed on Challenger 2 tank.

Above: Typical PrecISR radar image.
observation system suitable for any type
of armoured vehicle. This high-resolution
electro-optical vision system gives each
crew member the possibility to stay
securely inside without losing full visual
situational awareness, 360° around the
vehicle.
The modular system accommodates
two powerful sensor systems: very high
resolution colour daylight cameras
and uncooled thermal imagers. The
observation capabilities of the SETAS®
can be further enhanced by integrated
automatic image processing features like
Moving Target Indication (MTI), object
tracking and much more.
Radar Systems
HENSOLDT UK offers a range of
radars to meet different operational
requirements in the land domain. These
include Weapon Location, Ground Based
Air Defence (GBAD) and battlefield
surveillance.
HENSOLDT’s solution to counter
sophisticated threats posed by modern
artillery batteries is based on a layered
defence approach. At the heart of this
‘system of systems’ is a weapon location
derivative of its highly advanced 3D
sensor, TRML-4D. The following diagram
illustrates HENSOLDT’s concept by
showing each sub-system element in
context and how the overall solution
operates as a whole.
Traditionally, active radars have
been used for GBAD applications and
HENSOLDT offers a highly capable active
sensor, TRML-4D. In addition, HENSOLDT
offers a truly passive sensor that can
be used to augment an active system or
replace it when transmissions are not
possible.
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Above: Weapon location radar concept.
HENSOLDT’s TwInvis is the world’s most
advanced Passive Radar system and
works by utilising the RF broadcast from
multiple systems such as FM/DAB radio
stations and digital television. TwInvis

provides an accurate 3D radar picture out
to several hundred kilometres. As there is
no antenna rotation, the update rate is a
function of the computing power in use
and typically provides a refresh rate of

less than 1Hertz. Unlike an active radar,
TwInvis provides constant accuracy out
to the full effective range of the system.
This accuracy is sufficient for target
indication without risking transmission.

Below: TRML-4D GBAD radar.
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Above: TwInvis Passive Radar.
HENSOLDT offers two portable radar
solutions for battlefield surveillance:
l	SPEXER

360 is based on a rotating
antenna housed within a rugged and
lightweight radome;

l	SPEXER

600 is a compact AESA
antenna, designed to detect the
smallest of targets at significant range.

facility and both utilize the latest
advances in solid-state electronics and
antenna technology.

Both of these radars are designed and
manufactured in HENSOLDT’s Enfield

Below: SPEXER 360.
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Above: SPEXER 360.

At Sea
Mission System Capability
HENSOLDT UK can configure a mission
system suitable for all types of vessel
ranging from an offshore patrol vessel
(OPV) through to a complex auxiliary
vessel or frontline warship. This portfolio
includes 3D surveillance and target
acquisition radars, IFF, electro-optical
surveillance and gun fire control, selfprotection, electronic warfare and
data links. HENSOLDT can provide these
capabilities separately, as a sub-system,
or as part of a comprehensive Combat

Above: SPEXER 600.
Management System, all locally supported
by UK personnel.
The Integrated Navigation Bridge
System moves on
HENSOLDT UK recently completed the
delivery of a fully type approved Kelvin
Hughes Integrated Navigation Bridge
System (INBS) for Polar-class logistic ship
HMNZS Aotearoa for the Royal New
Zealand Navy. This is one of the most
complex bridge systems delivered by
HENSOLDT UK and will be the basis of
HENSOLDT UK’s INBS offering for future
surface ship programmes in the UK.

Below: HMNZS Aotearoa fitted with Kelvin Hughes INBS.

In Summary
Rohan Dearlove,
Business
Development
Director UK and
Ireland, commented:
“This year the
Government published
the Integrated Review
which set out the UK’s
role in the world over
the next 10 years. This was followed by
the Defence Command Paper outlining
plans to modernise the armed forces
to meet the demands of the Review.
HENSOLDT UK is now well placed to help
the Government meet the challenging
requirements that have been set out in
those documents.
With our ability to draw on top
quality products and systems from
across the HENSOLDT group, we can
ensure that deployed personnel,
undertaking operations in challenging
conditions, have access to equipment
which delivers maximum operational
advantage.
The Government’s strategic plans
ensure the UK’s armed forces are at the
forefront of technological development.
In this context we recognise the need
to assure operational independence
whilst at the same time investing in the
UK economy. HENSOLDT’s UK strategy
delivers on both.”

BATTLESPACE C4ISTAR TECHNOLOGIES
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Hanwha to Establish Fires Centre of
Excellence in the UK
The UK MoD is at a critical time in its
planning for future conflicts. Warrior
CSP has been cancelled, Ajax is being
reviewed and the new Challenger 3
upgrade programme is embryonic.
Boxer looks promising but with so many
variants in mind there is a danger it could
become a jack of all trades and master of
none. AS90 is old and out of date and the
UK Land Strategy has yet to be published.
It was into this environment that the
Mobile Fires Platform programme (MFP)
was announced as part of the Integrated
Review in March 2021.
MFP will involve up to 116 self- propelled
howitzers at a cost of around £800m.
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These smaller agile artillery platforms
are designed to receive target data
automatically and engage the target with
effective fire before moving quickly to
a new location. The Integrated Review
was all about integrated multi-domain
operations. MFP is a crucial part of that
integration jigsaw, with its position as
a digital node in the network enabling
non line of sight fires – all part of the
concept of operational advantage that
information superiority brings – which
underpins the whole purpose of the
digital transformation. It is the epitome of
modernising land fires.
Given the problems with the MoD’s
current programmes, Team Thunder, led
by Hanwha Defense, believes it should
consider a different approach to investing
long term in UK sovereign land systems
capabilities. Global Britain is all about
establishing meaningful relationships with
non-traditional suppliers in the regions

that can promise most future work for UK
companies. By casting the net wider for
the MFP competitors the MoD can take
advantage of the innovations already
happening in allied partner countries. It is
time for a fresh approach and Hanwha’s
Team Thunder offers that.
Hanwha is offering the UK an advanced
version of the K9 Self-Propelled
Howitzer, which is already deployed
in most other regions in the world and
as such there will be on the ground
support ready to support the UK K9s in
operation. K9 was selected by several
countries including Norway, Estonia,
Finland and India because it can move
faster for longer, which is optimal for a
dispersed battlefield. Australia is another
potential customer for the K9, which
was shortlisted as the preferred solution
for the Australian Army’s LAND 8116

Hanwha to Establish Fires Centre of Excellence in the UK

program. An upgrade variant of the K9,
the K9A2 can shoot and scoot quicker
over all terrain, not merely flat terrain
thereby persistently enhancing the close
fight. A wheeled vehicle would have to
stop and deploy stabilisers or be rocked
by the significant recoil of the 155mm
gun. Hanwha’s K9A2 SPG will be fitted
with composite rubber tracks (CRT),
which give it improved mobility while
retaining all the advantages of a tracked
armoured vehicle.

In addition, Hanwha Defense will need
to have a robust UK supply chain to
establish a firm footprint as they have no
current base in the UK. The work will be
placed where it can create most benefit,
in this case Newcastle upon Tyne and
Ampthill. Similar to the industrial and
technology transfer that is taking place
on the Australian programme, Hanwha
would maximise the transfer of the K9A2
build to the UK through its industrial
programme for MFP.

In combat the K9A2 Thunder will
be supported by the K10 automatic
Ammunition Re-supply Vehicle (ARV),
the world’s first automated robotic
ammunition carrier. The K10 carries
104 rounds of ammunition, which are
passed directly into the K9 ammunition
storage magazine automatically along
a motorised conveyor. The K9A2 crew
remains under armour throughout the
ammunition reload process. K9A2 can
already carry more rounds (40 to 48) than
a wheeled gun, which means it can fire
more missions before resupply is required.
The logistic support of the robotic K10
ARV ensures operational capability of
the guns is maintained by a continuous
supply of ammunition.

Hanwha Defense has a plan to establish
a Fires Centre of Excellence (F-COE) in
the UK through deep engagement with
existing industrial capability and a range
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of future development programmes.
The F-COE will be supported by a
national supply chain and a range of
academic, educational, skilling and
research partnerships. It will be Hanwha
Defense’s home within UK to perform
manufacturing, testing, logistics,
management, and other functions
necessary to fulfil the realization of
a sovereign UK Mobile Fires Platform
capability.
Hanwha Defense and its Team Thunder
partners are exhibiting at DSEI. Hanwha
Defense is on Hall 7 Stand 217 in and it
would be pleased to meet all interested
parties.
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The Escalating Threat of GPS Jamming to
Allied Mission Success
By Phil Froom, International Business Development Director, Navigation and Sensor Systems
(NSS), BAE Systems. Visit BAE Systems booth (#H7-310) at DSEI for additional information.
For almost forty years, Western armed
forces have relied upon the U.S.
NavStar global positioning system (GPS)
constellation to guide them both on and
off the battlefield. Initially, GPS was fairly
rudimentary and GPS user equipment was
large, unwieldy for combat operations and
power-hungry – all enemies of dismounted
troops.
However, initial man-portable GPS
receivers began to be fielded in 1988, with
some 1,400 manpack receivers produced
and fielded during Operation Desert Storm
– bringing an invaluable improvement in
navigational accuracy to U.S. and Coalition
forces in the featureless Iraqi desert.
Since this initial success, Western armed
forces have become increasingly reliant
upon GPS in all fields of military navigation
– dismounted troops, ground vehicles,
aircraft, ships, and especially weapon
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systems – with over 139,000 GPS guided
weapons alone deployed by U.S. forces
since 2014, mainly in Middle East and
Central Asian theatres of operation.
The major powers have now become reliant
upon GPS in military operations. From
dismounted troops navigating from point
to point, to the ability to place a precision
guided weapon through a specific window
in a target building. The problem is, our
adversaries know this and are constantly
striving to counter the effectiveness of GPS
and weapons precision.
Whilst GPS is suitably accurate for all
military operations (actual accuracy
figures of the military (P/(Y)) Code vary
dependent upon source) the signal itself is
extremely weak by the time it is received
on Earth. This poses a number of challenges
to military users. Two of the most obvious
and important challenges are GPS jamming

and GPS spoofing.
Jamming is the deliberate interference
with signal reception, whilst spoofing in
simple terms is the intentional deception
via signal recording and rebroadcasting,
causing GPS receivers to provide erroneous
locational data to users. The aim of both
jamming and spoofing is to miss-locate
enemy forces and especially precision
guided munitions (PGMs). Military Y-Code
receivers are extremely well-protected
from spoofing by their SAASM (Selective
Availability Anti-Spoofing Modules)
technology, which leaves just the GPS
jamming challenge.
It is easy to consider GPS jamming as
little more than an inconvenience.
If GPS location data is unavailable,
inertial navigation systems (INSs) or in
the case of dismounted troops or vehicles,
paper maps and compasses, can provide

The Escalating Threat of GPS Jamming to Allied Mission Success
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is well progressed (certainly in the U.S.),
M-Code has not yet been fielded on
aircraft, and based on U.S. Department of
Defense roadmaps, is unlikely to be fielded
on aircraft for several years. Therefore,
the significant increase in signal strength,
accuracy, and protection that M-Code
will bring is unable to protect airborne
platforms today, requiring military users
to look to proven, currently available and
deployable solutions.

location information. However, loss of
position is not the only critical factor; loss
of timing can be equally critical.
Loss of timing can affect all onboard systems and lead to the decay
and eventual loss of data links,
communications, identification friend
or foe (IFF), radar, etc., as these are all
generally reliant upon GPS time. The longer
GPS is denied, the more vulnerable these
on-board systems become, and eventually
they will begin to loose synchronisation
and drop off their various networks.
Equally, loss of platform GPS denies
it the ability to program GPS guided
weapons (GPSGW) from within a jammed
environment, platforms can be faced
with no GPSGW, no communications
and no situational awareness. This
makes the prosecution of the mission
all but impossible, leaving the platform
vulnerable not only to the enemy, but
to friendly forces, too – since an aircraft
retuning to friendly airspace without IFF,
tactical data links, or communications can
soon become a target.
Recently, the volume of GPS jamming
incidents has increased across the globe.
There have been extremely aggressive
electronic warfare operations in the area
of Ukraine and in the Baltic region, where
NATO Forces were themselves jammed.
In the Middle East, jamming incidents
of both civil and military platforms are
equally common in the region, risking
not only military platforms, but also
commercial aircraft and shipping. In South
East Asia, in the South China Sea, there
have also been numerous aggressive GPS
jamming attacks.
So it rapidly became obvious to Western
(and especially NATO) forces that there
is a serious need to protect the critically
important, but weak and vulnerable GPS
signal from enemy disruption. This will
both protect friendly forces GPS and also
allow the use GPS to conduct offensive
and defensive combat operations in
contested GPS environments – especially
if they are to continue to exert combat
superiority through the use of advanced
precision guided munitions.
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Many platforms now bear some form of
GPS anti-jamming (AJ) system, but in the
cyclic EW technology race, many are now
inferior to the jamming systems they face.
Whilst many forces state that they have
effective GPS AJ systems in place on their
platforms, many systems are outdated
and use older and less-effective nullingonly solutions to provide critical GPS AJ
protection.
Perhaps the most common use of GPS
AJ is through the fielding of Controlled
Pattern Reception Antennas (CRPAs)
directly connected to the platform GPS
receiver. By adaptively and dynamically
manipulating the power to their reception
patterns, these antennas do provide the
ability to null the GPS jamming source
whilst applying more power to reception
lobes receiving valid GPS signals. CRPAs are
widely fielded and provide a useful defence
against GPS jamming, but are limited in
the number of jamming threats they can
address.
Currently, the most effective defence
against GPS jamming is “digital
beamforming,” where nulling of the
jamming signal still takes place, but
reception lobes are locked onto multiple
satellite signals and remain locked
even when the platform is aggressively
manoeuvring.
BAE Systems has recently seen huge success
in fielding its new Digital GPS Anti-Jamming
Receiver (DIGAR™), which is an antenna
electronics unit that can be fitted to
all types of military platforms – from
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to aircraft
carriers and to ground platforms or air
tankers. DIGAR uses 16 simultaneous
steered beams to provide
airborne and surface platforms
with superior jamming
immunity in
even the most
severe GPSchallenged
environments.

Because of this, the highly effective DIGAR
system has been selected for numerous U.S.
and international platforms to ‘harden’
their on-board GPS systems against the
increased jamming threat and until M-Code
becomes available. Providing up to 125dB
J/S, DIGAR is unrivalled in the levels of
protection provided, and when coupled
with a digital GPS receiver and a CRPA, it
offers a highly significant hardening of the
platform GPS in the face of even the most
aggressive levels of GPS jamming.
DIGAR is actually an antenna electronics
unit (AEU) and in the case of airborne
applications, does not look to replace the
platform GPS receiver nor the CRPA fitted
to the airframe – keeping disruption and
platform downtime to a minimum. DIGAR
also provides jammer direction finding
(DF), enabling the host to either use terrain
masking flight profile or kinetic mitigation
of the jammer.
DIGAR can operate with most types of GPS
receivers (not only BAE Systems’ products)
and has been integrated with numerous
CRPA AJ antennas – meaning that a
platform upgrade to DIGAR is as simple
as installing the unit and connecting it to
the EGI (embedded GPS INS) and the CRPA,
without changes to the airframe or the
operational flight program, making for a
low-risk and low-cost upgrade.
Internationally, DIGAR has been selected
for the F-16 Fighting Falcon and the U.S.
Joint Precision Approach and Landing
System (JPALS) and by U.S. Air Force Special
Operations Command (AFSOC) and is
selected or under review for many more
and is now under consideration for other
Western aircraft within European NATO
Forces.
www.baesystems.com/gps

Although the
transition from the current
SAASM technology to the nextgeneration military M-Code capability
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KC4Business Ltd
at DSEI Exhibition 2021

KC4Business is participating in this year’s DSEI held at Excel,
London, UK. September 14-17

KC4Business is a business development,
sales support consultancy offering an
extension of businesses without the cost
and need to commit to a full-time member
of staff. KC4Business offers a diverse range
of outsourcing services, being adaptable to
a client’s needs in terms of focus and time
commitment offering benefits, including
attendance at defence and rail ‘meet the
buyer’ events, often on a cost share basis.
Client tasks include relationship building
within the supply chain and partnership
stand management including DVD, within the
defence, rail, energy and aerospace industries.
Kathryn will be at DSEi on:
Parmley Technologies stand No: H2-670
and Make UK-Defence H2-429
Please come and chat or pick the phone up
after the show.
Contact:
Email Kathryn.clamp@kc4business.co.uk
Mobile +44 (0) 7484 124614

Business Development Services

Manufacturers of Electronic
Control Panels and Joystick
Consoles For Military Vehicles
and Harsh Environments.
At Parmley Technologies we have over
20 years experience in designing and
manufacturing Electronic Control Panels
and Printed Circuit Boards for military
vehicles and other industrial applications in
harsh environments.
Parmley Technologies work with leading vehicle
manufacturers and design engineers.
They have been designing and manufacturing
electronic control products for military vehicles
and other harsh environments for over 20
years. From initial concept, through to technical
specification, design, type testing and approval,
it’s a tailored single-source solution. Manufacture,
after-sales and repair/maintenance services
are also available. They have all the expertise,
knowledge and experience in-house.
Product groups include:
Electronic Control Panels, Power Distribution Units,
Hydraulic and Pneumatic control systems,
Joystick Consoles.
Certification:
ISO 9001.2015 and Cyber Essentials accreditation.
Manufacturing:
Specialising in high quality, high reliability
customer solutions.

Outsource Your Business Development Work

KC4Business is sponsoring the refreshments
on the Make-UK Defence Pavilion H2-429
Make UK Defence is a national not-for-profit, member
owned defence trade association, part of Make UK – the
manufacturers’ organisation.
We champion and support the UK’s innovative and diverse
defence manufacturers and the wider defence supply chain.

Parmley Technologies Ltd
Unit 1 Neptune Court, Orion Business Park
Tyne Tunnel Trading Estate, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, NE29 7UW
0191 290 0132
Derek@parmley-technologies.co.uk
www.parmleytechnologies.co.uk
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The BATTLESPACE Interview

TEK Military Seating –
Expanding Capability

By Julian Nettlefold

BATTLESPACE Editor Julian Nettlefold visited Paul Fleming CEO of (TEK Group) TEK Military
Seating Ltd. at their UK Leicester production facility in May during the COVID restrictions.
stiff international competition.” Paul
Fleming said.

It was a timely visit as TEK has recently
started production of its largest military
order to date from Scania for the Gryphus
ROPS requirement under a 4 year contract
covering 5 truck variants and the fact
that 2021 marks the fiftieth anniversary
of TEK’s formation.

tree strike protection.

Delivery of the fleet of over 2000 new
Scania trucks, to replace the existing
DAF fleet, for the Royal Netherlands
Armed Forces started during 2020 as
part of the DVOW programme, with
ProTEK again being selected as the seat
of choice, this time with its certified Roll
Over Protection Structures (ROPS) units
which offer greatly improved occupant
safety for troops whilst in transit. Each
occupant cell features NATO standard
ergonomic seats, with four-point harness
seat belts to Def Stan 25-9 and secure
weapon holders, with both roll over and

TEK had already started supplying seating
and vehicle covers on the ATTV Defenture
Vector special forces vehicle, which was
one of the first platforms purchased
under the DVOW programme and were
recommended for consideration and then
selected for the Dutch Marine requirement
for ROPS systems for IVECO 4x4 vehicles in
the Caribbean and subsequently for the
DEBA Anaconda vehicle also for use in the
Caribbean. We were selected by Scania
after a long evaluation process against
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“How long did it take you to win this
contract?” the Editor asked.
“We were first approached by the Dutch
MoD and Scania at DSEI eight years ago.

ProTEK seating has been selected for
several new vehicle builds of the DVOW
programme which started some 5 years
ago, with more to come over the next
few years. ProTEK seats offer unrivalled
modularity and robustness, which
are certified to the highest safety and
protection standard. TEK’s ability to
offer cost effective products along with
through life support has made ProTEK the
brand of choice by many customers and
users.
“You have had the dual challenges of
Brexit and COVID since your selection
by the Dutch MoD, how did you manage
these challenges?”

Above: Defenture ATTV with ProTEK Seats installed.
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“Brexit was no problem in the end,
there are some additional processes and
procedures but no more really than we
currently do for non European exports,
there were a few minor delays initially
at point of entry/exit but these now
seem to have been resolved. COVID did
throw up some challenges though. We
closed both facilities for three weeks at
the start of the pandemic. This obviously
put all production and deliveries on
hold for a short time but it gave us the
time to rearrange the production areas
and implement other Government HSE
requirements to allow us to get back in to
full production safely. Fortunately we had
only just upgraded all our IT and telecoms
to the very latest cloud-based systems so
we easily transitioned to a home working
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environment, allowing our sales and
support staff to continue supporting our
customers without any interruption, some
home working will actually remain in
place going forward as we have found it
beneficial in certain areas. Production
output got back to normal relatively
quickly and has actually increased
significantly over the last 12 months,
which is a great credit to the management
team and staff.” Paul Fleming said.
“What was behind the formation of TEK
Military Seating?”
“My father and I took over Transport
Equipment Kingston (TEK Seating Ltd)
39 years ago, a small commercial seat
distribution company based in Kingston

Upon Thames that was about to close
its doors, I was just 17. I started driving
my old Mini 1000 from Tunbridge Wells
to Kingston each day, the M25 wasn’t
finished in those days so it took a while!
For the first year I worked with the
manager who had agreed to stay on,
learning the products and cutting my
teeth in sales, Dad then joined full time
and we worked together for 9 years before
he retired. TEK Seating now specialises in
the supply of all types of seating to civil
and military customers in the truck, bus,
agricultural, heavy construction, light
commercial vehicle and marine markets,
with facilities in Tunbridge Wells and here
in Leicester, where we employ a total of
Above: ProTEK Mesh Seats NIMR SOV.
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40 people. We supply aftermarket end
users as well as large work vehicle fleets
and have supply agreements with a
number of key (OEM) manufacturers such
as Plaxton, ADL, Wrightbus and Optare.
One key customer that demonstrates our
depth of products is the Port of Felixstowe
where we manage the seating for all their
work vehicles, ship to shore cranes, tugs,
fork lift trucks and container handlers,
Felixstowe are a 24/7 - 365 operation
and they can’t afford to have a vehicle
down due to seat issues, we also supply
all of their office chair requirements.
We have also moved in to automotive
seating, recently working with Morgan
Motor Company to design, develop and
manufacture their driver and passenger
seats for the Plus 4 and Plus 6 models for
2022 production and beyond. To broaden
the strength and depth of TEK Group, we
acquired Sitsmart 17 years ago which
specialises in work place seating for
24/7 users such as emergency services,
control rooms, government agencies,
power stations and CCTV operators, one
of our largest customers is Network Rail
who we have supplied for over 10 years
and have just been awarded another
5 year contract after a competitive
tender process. We also supply seating
for individuals that may need something
a little extra such as people dealing
with a disability, the Army’s Headley
Court facility (now Stanford Hall MoD
Rehabilitation Centre) is a regular
customer. Ten years ago, given the terrible
injuries received in Afghanistan and
Iraq we saw a need for the design and
production of specialist IED mine blast

mitigation military vehicle seating, so TEK
Military Seating was formed.”
“TEK Military Seating is a global supplier
of ProTEK® OEM vehicle seating to the
military vehicle sector. Designed and
manufactured in the UK to the highest
standards of safety and protection, the
ProTEK® brand includes a wide range of
Driver, Commander, Crew, Gunner, Turret,
Loaders and bespoke seating for most
types of military vehicle, both legacy and
new build. With modularity and flexibility
at the core of each seat design, ProTEK®
seating can be modified to offer maximum
fit and function without the need for
additional tooling or major design
changes, utilising innovative modules
which can be attached to most seats
to create a solution for our customers’
requirements. Most ProTEK® seats are
available in Stanag 4569 AEP55 blast
protection versions, in both stroking and
non-stroking variants.”
“Who was your first customer?”
“MIRA in the UK approached us to design
and build a blast and vibration mitigating
seat for the Buffalo MRAP vehicle. For our
first project we customised an existing
civil seat. The seat was successfully tested
and integrated by MIRA and entered
service. We went through a big learning
curve after this contract and developed
a team of expert designers and engineers
to develop our own range of military
seating from lightweight Special Forces
mesh seating to MRAP blast mitigating
seats. To that end, my brother Mike who

was senior product designer for one of
the major worldwide commercial seat
manufacturers joined TEK.”
“How many seats have you sold since
you formed TEK Military Seating and how
many worldwide customers do you have?”
TEK Military Seating brings together the
groups vast portfolio of tried and tested
seat components with in-house seat
design and manufacture offering defence
customers the highest levels of safety and
protection. The creation of the ProTEK®
brand of military seating has introduced
new innovations, modularity and new
technologies to the market place, with
ProTEK® now recognised as a global
market leader valued for its quality,
robustness and cost effectiveness.
“As far as numbers go, let’s just say it’s
in excess of 20,000. For obvious reasons a
number of our customers are confidential
but we have an extensive international
customer base which includes most of the
major military vehicle manufacturers and
integrators, BAE Systems, RBSL, Supacat,
Lockheed Martin, RUAG, Patria and NIMR
to name just a few, we are also actively
involved with a number of new and
ongoing requirements in the UK.
“Do you see future growth prospects for
military seating?”
“Very much so, we only formed TEK
Military Seating 10 years ago, which in
military terms still makes us the new
kid on the block. The combination of an

Below: ProTEK Crew Seats and DriverCommander.
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Above: ProTEK Light Crew Seats and T4H Driver Seat.
increasing appetite for innovations in IED
protection and safety cases has created
strong demand for military vehicle seating
which will continue for many years
to come, at TEK we also have decades
of experience in shock and vibration
mitigation gained from the commercial
sector which is becoming a very hot
topic in the military vehicle environment
which will also drive future demand. We
have a strong order book, and we also
provide lifetime support for our customers
which can extend to 30 years. We are
fully qualified to ISO 9001/14001, AQAP
standards as required by all the major
defence contractors. Military seating will
accounts for around 50% of our forecast
£12 million + turnover this year and is
expected to grow significantly over the
coming years.”
“Do you have a large R&D budget?”
“The international terrorist is a clever,
cunning and innovative individual who
is constantly inventing IEDs and other
explosive devices to overmatch existing
armoured vehicles. To that end our R&D
and design team is dedicated to keeping
abreast with all these devices as best they
can to build in the resilience and safety
factors into our seating products. TEK
Military Seating is a major global designer
and manufacturer of vehicle seating
for the defence sector, with a wealth of
experience and innovative solutions whilst
raising protection and safety standards
across all platforms. Innovation and
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modularity are at the core of our product
development, which enables us to offer a
wide range of modules to tailor seats to
customer requirement, without the need
of additional engineering and tooling. TEK
Military is constantly looking to design
products to help improve safety and
protection, to that end we developed our
ProTEK® seating range. The development
of ProTEK® seat belt pads are another
example of simple, low cost products
making a huge difference. The fitting
of ProTEK® pads on a harness seat belt
reduces shock impact by over 65% when
a vehicle is involved in a blast event or
traffic accident. The ProTEK® SV foam
within the pads protect occupants from
excessive shock forces, often experienced
by occupants in such events.”
“The ProTEK® seating range includes
solutions for driver, commander and crew,
as well as more bespoke requirements
such as loaders, turrets and limited space
seating within main battle tanks and
tracked artillery howitzers. Our expertise
within legacy fleets, improvement
of safety and protection standards,
improved functionality, utilising modern
materials and processes to reduce weight,
whilst making stronger seats, has become
a benchmark within our brand. Working
closely with our customers on both new
build and legacy fleets, we offer a full CAD
integration service and FEA modelling to
maximise protection and safety levels,
whilst keeping costs down. Our advances
in blast attenuation seating have been

industry and market leading, with the
introduction of ProTEK® SV – a specially
formulated foam insert developed to be
integrated into most of our ProTEK® range
of seats, further improving on the blast
mitigation performance. ProTEK® SV has
been designed to reduce shock forces
during a blast event in a none stroking
seat – fully tested and certified it offers
Stanag 4569 AEP55 blast protection levels
of mitigation that are normally only
achievable in a fully stroking mine blast
seat, the benefits of a none stroking seat
are obvious, less weight, less space claim,
less maintenance and lower cost.”

ProTEK® products
ProTEK® Driver/Commander Seats
THE ProTEK® Driver/Commander seating
range has been developed to offer
superior seat ergonomics, safety and
protection. Designed for use within
military vehicles, with unrivalled
functionality and comfort and the
highest levels of Stanag 4569 AEP55 blast
protection, the Driver/Commander seats
can be floor, suspended or side mounted.
ProTEK® Crew Seats
THE ProTEK® Crew seat range has been
developed with modularity and flexibility
as the main driver of its design, offering
unrivalled functionality and cost
effectiveness with lightweight robustness
and minimal maintenance throughout its
life.
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Above: Rearsby production factory.
ProTEK® Mesh Seat
TEK Military Seating has designed and
developed a new lightweight mesh seat to
complement the
ProTEK® range
of military
vehicle seats,
specially
designed for
use within
open top
vehicles
operating

in extreme environments. This M2
safety rated seat, which is only 17kg,
combines superior design ergonomics
with modern production technologies
to offer a cost effective, robust seat
ideally suited for special forces. The
option of comfort or heated pad inserts
for the seat base overcomes the issue
of use in cold climates. The ProTEK®
Mesh Seat and ProTEK® DC seats are
available in blast and non-blast variants,
along with modules to meet operational
requirements.
“What other technologies is TEK involved
in?”
“TEK’s continual improvement mentality
drives our innovation. We are shortly
undertaking another round of drop
testing with various new ProTEK® SV foam
options to further improve on our blast
mitigation performance, we are also
working on new ways to reduce shock
and vibration experienced by vehicle
occupants. We are currently running a
seat development program using various
new materials to reduce seat weights and
increase performance even further. We
have had great success with our ROPS
systems, our latest innovation is the
Modular ROPS system option which
enables users to create a flexible
troop carrying solution, by means
of ‘bolted’ units which are easy to
assembly and
dis-assemble
whilst
conforming
to the same
European
safety standards.”
“ProTEK® SKYDEX
Protected Matting
is another new
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product which adds to the protection
levels of MRAPS and other vehicles and is
easily retrofittable. THE PROTEK® SKYDEX
Protected Matting is supplied as a vehicle
kit that can be waterjet cut to fit the
specific vehicle design, to both maximise
protection and cost effectiveness. Ideally
suited to vehicles which require blast
protection, this innovative mat also offers
vibration reduction and long-lasting
durability. The SKYDEX engineeredgeometry reduces force and shock by up
to 75% as it absorbs and dissipates energy
during a blast event – all in a low profile
solution that is easily integrated with
the ProTEK® range of blast attenuation
seating products.”
“What of the future?”
“We aim to make TEK Military Seating
the prime specialist military seating
manufacturer in not only Europe but
globally. To achieve this, we must
remain at the forefront of innovative
R&D particularly in the field of blast
attenuation, vibration mitigation and
safety. Our ability to provide both off
the shelf or bespoke solutions for our
customers has given us the edge over
many of our competitors. The future looks
extremely positive, we have a fantastic
team across the group who I’m extremely
proud of, without them we would not
have achieved the great things we have
so far and I’m very much looking forward
to see what the future holds, here’s to the
next 50 years !”
Paul Fleming is a candidate for
BATTLESPACE Businessman of the Year
2021 he has been married to Laura for
32 years and has three daughters and
three grandchildren.
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-market leading
blast protection and
safety for troops
ProTEK® military vehicle seating offers the highest protection levels available
today. Our superior seat design and innovative shock foam development has
revolutionised protection standards, tailoring vehicle seat performance,
reducing seat weights and increasing modularity. Operations have shown
that seats designed to complement vehicle conﬁguration and protection
levels offer improved troop protection, reducing trauma and saving lives.

ProTEK®
DC Seat

Features:
• STANAG 4569 AEP55 CERTIFIED
• PROVEN TECHNOLOGY – INSERVICE GLOBALLY
• UP TO 50% LIGHTER THAN
STROKING SEATS
• MODULAR DESIGN
• LESS SPACE CLAIM
• MULTIPLE USE
• LOW MAINTENANCE
• DEF STAN 25-9 INTEGRATED
RESTRAINTS
Seats available include:
• ProTEK® Blast Attenuation Seating are available in driver, commander
and crew conﬁgurations, which offer
protection from both IED and slam
down, with multiple usage.
• ProTEK® Mesh-Plus Seat - designed
for use as a driver, commander or
crew seat, follows the ProTEK® range
of modularity and ﬂexibility enabling
modules to be added for a bespoke
solution.
• ProTEK® DC Seat - available in driver,
commander and crew configurations,
combines superior design and
comfort to offer market leading
protection levels and safety and
features integrated harness restraints
and blast attenuation options.
TEK Military Seating is a UK - based
designer and manufacturer of military
seating, which has modularity, ﬂexibility
and innovation at its core.

ProTEK®, protection you can trust.
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ProTEK®
Mesh-Plus Seat

For more information visit us on stand
H4-410 at DSEI 2021 or contact:
David Parkman
(Commercial Director)
M: +44 (0) 7702 737709
T: +44 (0) 1892 515028
E: sales@tekmilitaryseating.com
www.tekmilitaryseating.com
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The BATTLESPACE Interview

Curtiss-Wright –
Pioneering Technology

By Julian Nettlefold

BATTLESPACE Editor, Julian Nettlefold interviewed Chris Wiltsey, Senior Vice President
and General Manager of the Curtiss-Wright Defense Electronics Segment.
“How did you come to work at CW?” The
Editor asked.
“I’ve been with the company for nearly
20 years, during which time I’ve held
a variety of general management
positions. Currently, I am the Senior
Vice President and General Manager of
the Defense Electronics Segment, and
based in Los Angeles, California, at one
of the Segment’s cornerstone business
units. I grew up in the storied aerospace
industry of Southern California. After
graduating from U.C. Berkeley, where I
studied Electrical Engineering/Computer
Science, I formed my own business, which
I ran from the time I was 25 until I was
40. After that, I’d made up my mind that
if I were to work for a company, it would
have to have an entrepreneurial spirit
and culture. A gentleman, named Ron
Rambin, whom I’d met through my father,
had founded a company called Vista
Controls, located north of Los Angeles.
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Over the years, Ron became a mentor
to me and to a number of my peers.
After he sold Vista Controls to CurtissWright in 2001, a new facility was built,
and when I attended the ribbon cutting
ceremony in 2003, Ron took me aside
and told me I should consider coming to
work for Curtiss-Wright. He told me that
he’d really enjoyed the two years since
the acquisition, and he believed that
good things could happen for me there.
My conversations with Ron and others
convinced me that at Curtiss-Wright I’d
find the entrepreneurial environment I
was seeking, and he succeeded in getting
me to come on board a couple of months
later. Over the course of my career, now
eighteen years and counting, my first
take on the company has stayed true –
it’s what keeps me enthusiastic about the
work.” Chris Wiltsey said.
“Can you describe the role you have there
and the people you manage.”

“I’ve held a variety of General Manager
positions at Curtiss-Wright, beginning
in early 2005 when I was offered the
opportunity to serve as GM of a new
acquisition in San Diego, California. After
that, I moved a handful of times, both in
the U.S. and in Europe, each time taking
on larger positions and responsibility for a
growing number of businesses. Currently,
1/3 of the businesses that I manage are
located in the UK/Europe. Where I first
started, Vista Controls, which is now part
of Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions, was a
pioneering commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
based systems integration house for defense
customers. Since then, as the COTS model
has evolved from industry evangelism to
Government mandated approach, Defense
Solutions has experienced astounding
growth, both organically and through the
acquisition of best-in-class suppliers. This
has provided me with great opportunities
over the years, in a variety of different
locations, to learn the business.

Curtiss-Wright – Pioneering Technology

The DTS1 is an
example of a highdensity storage solution
that supports encryption to
protect data-at-rest.
The people I manage are primarily
business or business group GMs, as well
as a number of direct reports that are
in charge of functional areas in the
division, such as finance, contracts, sales
and operations. It’s an exciting time for
Defense Solutions, as many of these people
have come to Curtiss-Wright through
acquisitions, and while some people have
been with Curtiss-Wright for many years,
a number are also reasonably new in
their current roles, just as I am. We are
a leadership team that’s energized, full
of new ideas, and excited to be where we
are.”
“Can you provide details of your
products?”
“Curtiss-Wright is a U.S. based company
with a global footprint. We have a
long history in the Defense Electronics
industry, having been leading suppliers in
the COTS embedded electronics business
and mainly ITAR-free, for more than a
decade before 1994. That’s when then
Secretary of Defense William Perry issued
the landmark COTS Initiative memo
that launched the military’s use of open
standards electronics.

This allows us to compete across the
full spectrum of the defense market’s
platforms and applications rather
than just narrow vertical segments.
Additionally, because multiple product
categories are applicable to the same
platform, we can deliver full systems to
military platforms with ever expanding
scope. For our customers, the more our
products can be integrated together to
create a more complete system solution,
the more compelling we are as a supplier
to all the armed services.”
engineered electronics
are a variety of software
products, including support packages,
high performance computing, secure
networking tools, and data visualization
software, to name but a few. The
importance of these offerings to our
electronic products is clearly evidenced
by the fact that our software engineering
force represents approximately half of
our total engineering population.
More recently, the so-called ‘tri-services
memo’ of January 2019, issued jointly
by the offices of the Secretaries of the
U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army and U.S. Navy,
directed that a MOSA be reflected in
all future requirements and programs.
This memo has put Curtiss-Wright yet
again in a leadership position for the
next generation of Defense Electronics
products, and this year we have already
begun fielding, to great acclaim, solutions
aligned with the latest new standards
currently in development.
Our technology and solutions catalog
is both broad and deep, and because
our products and product lines aren’t
purpose-built for narrow dedicated
applications, every platform type
provides us with multiple opportunities.

We continue to maintain a leadership
role in the industry, and our expertise
has helped shape the definition of open
standards for the military since the very
beginning. Some of the most important
standards that we support today, in
alignment with the DoD mandate for the
Modular Open System Approach (MOSA),
include SOSA, CMOSS, and OpenVPX.
We support deployed platforms across
all services, with solutions that deliver
optimal performance in harsh military
environments, whether in the air, on the
land, or at sea.”

“Can you outline the growth in your
product portfolio?”
“As our product portfolio has grown
dramatically over recent years, we
are even better positioned to provide
our Defense customers with higher
value complete system-level solutions,
rather than a subset of components.
Increasingly, our customers have come
to recognize that the lowest risk for their
programs results from choosing a single
trusted, proven vendor to deliver as much
of their system as possible. This approach
significantly de-risks the many integration
challenges that might arise when sourcing
products from multiple vendors, and
allows us to maximize our content on
platforms.
The Defense Electronics segment continues
to align the growth of our technology
solutions, whether organically or by
addition through acquisition, so that our
new product offerings are as compelling
for new defense platform starts as they
are for life extension programs for the
military’s priority platforms. We have
an especially broad customer base and
systems architecture expertise, with
decades of experience derived from 2,200+
customers and 3,000+ programs. This rich
history and experience make us a highly
valuable partner for our customers when
architecting the optimum solution for
their application.”

“Can you describe your product range?”
“Our products fall into four major
categories: COTS Embedded Computing,
Turnkey and Applications Ready Solutions
and Software, Tactical Battlefield
Communications, and Instrumentation
and Control. Most of our products can
play in all domains.
Augmenting our broad portfolio of highly
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CWDS is an industry leading supplier
for flight data recorders.
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are designed for these
requirements from the
beginning, and are always
size, weight, and power
optimized; we consider this
a key differentiator in our
market.
Also, we have established
the industry’s best practices
to ensure Longevity of Supply
of our products, addressing
supply chain, obsolescence,
end-of-life, and counterfeit
detection challenges, to ensure
that our products can support
the extremely long lifecycles
required of deployed military systems.”
“What are the main markets for your
products?”

Curtiss-Wright system architects design
fully integrated rugged open architecture
systems.
“What is the secret of your success with
regard to plug-and-play systems?”
“We are platform agnostic: Since our
open standards-based products are not
overly tailored to specific platforms
or applications, we can architect and
provide high-performance systems rugged
enough to perform in any environment for
any deployed platform.
“In addition, we have an expansive
range of IP. Our pace of development is
impressive. We’ve released more than 500
new products over the last ten years, and
we’ve added more than 20 completely
new product lines in just the last 5 years.
These are not just additional products, but
complete new product lines that enhance,
broaden, and deepen our catalog.
Our engineering workforce spans all
functional requirements, with critical
IP and deep engineering expertise from
600+ Hardware, Software, Systems,
and Security Engineers. Also, we have
established processes that maintain
and pass along our deep knowledge
history to each new wave of engineers
we bring onboard. This ensures that our
valuable DNA and expertise is preserved
as we welcome new engineers into the
organization.
Our products are designed to deliver the
highest performance and operate in the
harshest military environments. We’ve
accumulated over 30 years of proof that
our products meet and exceed the most
stringent military performance and
ruggedization requirements thanks to
our expertise and industry leadership
in system architecture, materials
science, and packaging. Our products
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“We are highly focused – in the high 90%
range – on defense. Our highly engineered
solutions are designed for military
applications where high performance
and a high level of ruggedization are both
required. Although a smaller part of our
overall business, commercial aerospace
production rate recovery is another
market driver that we are tracking.”
“Who are your main customers?”
“Our main customers are US and NATO
government agencies, such as the DoD and
MoD., prime contractors and sub-prime
contractors. We enjoy working with all
the main system integrators, for many of
whom we are fortunate to be regarded as
strategic suppliers and have formed longterm partnerships. Our customers, when
they architect a solution on their own,
may get exposed to solving a particular
type of problem some dozens of times. In
comparison, since we architect solutions
for all of our hundreds of customers, we
have amassed experience for each system
problem 100s, if not thousands,
of times. We have
truly “been there
and done that” –
countless times.
That means we
know many ways
to solve system
architecture
problems. Our
value proposition
starts with the
fact that our vast
experience enables
us to leverage all
the benefits of
that accumulated
knowledge to the
advantage of each
customer. But our
value propositions
don’t end with the
system or product
architecture.
It continues at
every step in

the process, from realizing the working
solution to passing qualifications, through
deployment, and lifecycle management.
As one example, the quality, high
performance, and reliability of our
industry leading system-level flight
test instrumentation solutions has led
customers to increasingly select them, not
just for the flight test program, but for
deployment in operational applications,
opening significant new program
opportunities.
Our customers view us as a trusted,
proven leader in the market. They trust us
to deliver a highly reliable product that
works on time and on budget. And they
trust us to support them as expert system
architects, leveraging our large catalog
to provide an optimized solution for their
unique applications.”
“What of the future, new technology etc,
R&D spend?”
“We continue to deploy a healthy,
well-managed R&D budget aligned with
the military’s highest priorities and our
international customers’ strategies. Using
our deep understanding of the emerging
trends in the market, we direct our
investments at a holistic system level,
across the breadth of our portfolio,
to ensure we generate the greatest
cumulative returns, all conducted by our
R&D engineering resources in the USA,
Canada, UK and Europe.
The Defense Electronics segment continues
to align the growth of our technology
solutions, whether organically or by
addition through acquisition, so that our
new product offerings are as compelling
for new defense platform starts as they
are for life extension

Curtiss-Wright
supports video applications with
advances video management systems and
rugged touch-screen LCD displays designed
for military platforms.
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programs for the military’s priority
platforms. Curtiss-Wright
Corporation has put in place
a new Operational Growth
Platform that drives growth
by establishing tools and
best practices for innovation,
strategy, M&A, and
commercial excellence. We
also leverage Curtiss-Wright
Corporation’s Innovation
Council, participating on the
executive review committee,
where new initiatives are nurtured and
managed through a formalized five stage
process, taking them from original idea to
launch.
Our R&D Committee, that I chair, meets
every week to review the R&D pipeline
across the entire segment, following all
projects from initial concept to product
release, to ensure that we deliver the most
compelling and relevant technology to our
customers. We balance our investment
across our portfolio, and we deliver
every product as soon as the underlying
technology is available in order to lock up
positions with our customers. In the last
12 months alone, we’ve reviewed over 70
project proposals. Many of these projects
are currently in development and will
result in released products this year and
next.
While the R&D committee manages
the product development pipeline, our
CTO Council monitors new technology,
technology differentiation, and
technology disruption developments
to keep our teams informed on all of
the choices available for their product
architectures. We remain committed to a
robust and well-managed R&D investment
that delivers compelling technology
meeting the highest priority needs of the
military.”
“How do you monitor progression in
overseas sales opportunities?”
“We are tracking several key market
drivers we believe will shape the future
of our business over the next several
years. Obviously, the future defense
spending plan, specifically the investment
accounts, will have a significant impact
on our customers’ buying behaviors.
Although this is significant at a macro
level, other factors have as much or
even more impact. The global threat
environment driven by geopolitical
instability continues. Many daily
news stories highlight the need for
continued investment in combat system
modernization to provide battlefield
overmatch through technology
exploitation versus force structure.
The U.S. Department of the Navy’s 30year Naval Shipbuilding Plan, driving
towards a 355 ship modernized Battle
Force, will also provide us with many
opportunities in coming years. The UK
is an established market for us, and the
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PacStar’s product line brings enterpriseclass Cisco-based networking to the
battlefield.
themes contained in the recent Defence
and Security Industrial Strategy (DSIS) and
the Integrated Review (IR) publication are
resonant with our technology vision and
strategic direction, so we will continue
to find and secure opportunities in
major programs such as Tempest, Ajax,
Crowsnest and Challenger.
In recent years, we have seen a huge
increase of opportunities requiring
alignment with the MOSA. We will
continue to lead the market with products
complying to MOSA standards, and we
will continue our legacy of taking a
leadership role in their development. The
requirement to secure data on deployed
platforms has become increasingly
important in recent years. We continue
developing technologies to protect critical
data residing on and transmitted by
our deployed systems and applications,
using advanced cyber, encryption, and
other trusted computing and protection
techniques.”
“The pace of change on the battlefield and
the emergence of multi-domain operations
seems to be the main focus?”
“Very much so, Emerging requirements
in the battlefield are also a continued
focus for us. As new types of platforms
emerge, such as Hypersonics, unmanned,
autonomous and intelligent systems,
our position in these applications will
continue to grow through the
alignment of our

solutions to the unique needs of these
new platforms. Our Swiss operation, a
leader in high precision electric turret
drives makes us well positioned to take
advantage of the trend to establish
electrification solutions to meet the
future demands of the military. Providing
network connectivity to the tactical
edge of the battlefield is another high
priority. Under the integrated Tactical
Network program, pre-planned upgrades
for netcentric battlefield solutions
are being performed on a bi-annual
basis. Formerly, our long history in the
connected battlefield was primarily
focused on intra-platform solutions.
With our recent acquisition of PacStar,
we have added substantial expertise
and market leadership for secure interplatform communications, which greatly
extends our segment’s reach across the
entire connected battlefield. The resultant
expansion to our product portfolio made
possible by the addition of PacStar’s
technologies provides us access to $5
billion worth of top U.S. DoD priority
opportunities.
Our customers view us as a trusted,
proven leader in the market. They trust us
to deliver a highly reliable product that
works on time and on budget. And they
trust us to support them as expert system
architects, leveraging our large catalog
to provide an optimized solution for their
unique applications. We’ve been proven
over and over again as a partner, across
thousands of programs.

Curtiss-Wright’s
Parvus product line
includes ultra compact rugged
mission computers and network
routers/switches
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We’ve been here for a long time and
we continue to perform at the highest
levels. We’ve built extensive relationships
with industry and government, and we
are proud to have set the standard for
longevity of supply.”
“Do you work in partnership with your
customers?”
“Very much so. We are in an optimal
position to support US and NATO
government agencies as they seek to
accelerate the fielding of key technologies
for insertion into existing systems to
deliver technological overmatch to
the battlefield. As new types of threats
emerge, we will be ready for these as well.
A recent U.S. Government Accounting
Office memo highlighted the need for
increased DoD investment for technologies
able to provide Assured Position,
Navigation and Timing (A-PNT).
As an example of our MOSA innovation,
we recently demonstrated an A-PNT
hardware architecture on a ground
vehicle to the DoD with great success.
This achievement was resulted from our
investment in developing rugged open
standards-based subsystems that integrate
complementary position, navigation, and
timing services to augment or temporarily
replace GPS when lost or denied, as well as
identifying when adversaries attempt to
deliver spoofed GPS data. To address MOSA
opportunities, we will innovate products
that follow open standards and provide
the most compelling technologies to our
defense customers. We will maintain our
leadership role in development of these
standards and we will continue to be one
of the first COTS suppliers to market with
new MOSA aligned system solutions.”
We have a long legacy of excellence in
intra-platform data communications.
With the addition of PacStar, we’ve
greatly extended our reach, with solutions
for inter-platform communication, to the
tactical edge of the battlefield. What’s
more, our combined security solutions
for protecting data-at-rest and data-inmotion squarely meet today’s security
requirements. One exciting example of
how PacStar continues to lead innovation
in the tactical battlefield is the continued
expansion of capabilities in their Secure
Wireless Command Post product family
that extends network connectivity to
the soldier. Initially connecting soldiers
from expeditionary forces via Wi-Fi, their
solutions now enable sensitive data to be
connected to phones and tablets using
cell phone technology, vastly extending
the distance and reach to soldiers at the
tactical edge of the battlefield. These
solutions provide a great example of how
innovation has effectively created an
expanded market for our products and
services.”
“Has the acquisition of PacStar been a
game changer?”
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“Absolutely. the widely recognized ease
of use which enable PacStar products
to be rapidly deployed have made them
an industry favorite, and our battlefield
communications story has become much
more compelling and complete with their
addition to our business.
We also collaborate extensively within
the segment. The addition of PacStar
immediately extended our Commercial
Solutions for Classified and Common
Criteria data protection capabilities from
protection of data-at-rest to protection
of data-in-motion. Further enhancing this
expansion of our capabilities, we have
already begun planning the migration of
PacStar’s techniques to a broad portion of
our other product portfolios for very little
incremental cost.”
We also continue to expand our
opportunities in the Naval Shipbuilding
market. Our long-established
relationships supporting Nuclear
Navy instrumentation and Control
programs continue to strengthen. With
our recent acquisition of 901D, we’ve
broadened our available naval platform
opportunities, both for additional surface
vessels and in the growing market for
unmanned underwater vehicles. The
UUV applications have also started
providing great opportunities for our
businesses that provide small form factor
electronic subsystems. In addition to
opportunities on non-nuclear platforms,
we are also seeing early interest on some
non-Naval vehicles, where 901D’s rugged
chassis are applicable. 901D also adds
new opportunities across the segment
for integrating our products into their
enclosure solutions, establishing yet
another path for selling to our customers.
As with PacStar, 901D is now essentially
integrated into the Defense Solutions
division. They are fully integrated
into our sales channel, our Business
Development group, and all other
functional disciplines. And importantly,
we have avoided introducing any
friction into their ability to execute on
their strategies. Instead, we have only
augmented and added to their ability to
operate in their markets.”
“Is Curtiss-Wright’s expertise as a COTS
supplier a benefit to your supply chain
activities?”
“Yes, as a COTS supplier, managing
our supply chain is critical. We have
increased the centralization of our
supply chain management, leveraging
our 30-year legacy of expertise in
this discipline. Importantly this year,
amidst the well-reported challenges of
widespread component shortages, we
have so far successfully mitigated every
lead-time challenge that has arisen, and
we are expecting to finish the year with
no material impact to our sales as a
result of any component shortages. We
are also actively leveraging our supply

chain management expertise across other
segments of the corporation.
We encourage collaboration among
our Sales and Business Development
staff as well. As a result, staff cross
between Defense and Commercial/Civil
markets, between foreign and domestic,
and between nuclear and non-nuclear
Navy. This enables us to apply, quite
easily, relevant products and technology
from one market into any other. Our
family of Fortress crash-protected flight
recorders, designed and developed in the
UK, provides a great example. Initially
designed for military platforms, these
super rugged products have recently
seen big wins with Honeywell in the
commercial market, and we have great
expectations for leveraging Honeywell’s
relationship with Boeing. In the defense
market, we recently had a large win
for Fortress with the T-6 Texan II Trainer
aircraft. The very same core technology
is being applied in both of these quite
different markets.”
“How do you see the future?”
“In summary, we have a long history and
well-established reputation in the Defense
Electronics industry, having been a leader
for several decades. We will continue to
grow our leadership position in delivering
products and services aligned with the
MOSA. We will continue to grow and
expand our product catalog and become
an ever more compelling system solution
provider across all military markets,
platforms, and programs. And finally,
we will continue to align our strategies
to support growth in whatever budget
environment we find ourselves in, as we
have successfully done over the past
many years.”
Chris Wiltsey is a candidate for the
2021 Businessperson of the Year.
Chris Wiltsey is the Senior VP/GM
of the Defense Solutions division
at Curtiss-Wright, which includes
responsibility for multiple business
units located in several countries
across North America and Europe.
Chris has been with Curtiss-Wright
since 2003, initially as Director,
Product Line Engineering, in Santa
Clarita, CA followed by 7 years in San
Diego, CA as VP of Curtiss-Wright’s
Intel SBC and Embedded Systems IPT,
4 years as VP/GM back at Santa Clarita,
and then 4 years as VP/GM of the
Aerospace Instrumentation group.
Chris holds a B.S. in Electrical
Engineering from University of
California, Berkeley, and completed
the Queen’s Executive Business
Management program at Queen’s
University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.

Curtiss-Wright – Pioneering Technology

FULLY COMPLIANT TO EXCEED THE LATEST CRITICAL MILITARY STANDARDS
EMC DEF-STAN 59-411Land Class A / MIL-STD 461
Power Protection DEF-STAN 61-5 Part 6 issue 5 and 6 / MIL-STD 1275

VEHICLE LIGHTING
High Reliability • Rugged & Tough

World leaders in LED lighting and night vision solutions
Specialists in the development of new technology for vehicle and shelter applications
Best in class all weather performance in extreme conditions
Meeting the needs of your next generation fully digitised and integrated armoured
fighting platforms

Visible/IR Mode
Beacon Light

Compact LED Searchlight
DC Combi

Gooseneck
IR Driving Light
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Technology Feature

NP Aerospace – Saving Lives
with Technology
By Julian Nettlefold

BATTLESPACE Editor Julian Nettlefold visited NP Aerospace to meet new
CEO James Kempston. The last time BATTLESPACE visited NP was in 2009
under the leadership of Roger Medwell.
“How did you come about buying NP
Aerospace?” The Editor asked.
“I started working for Morgan Plc. in
Business Development based in Canada in
2012. We won some significant helmet and
armour contracts for the Canadian Armed
Forces and other customers during this
time. In 2018 Morgan disclosed they were
divesting the NP Aerospace business and
I decided to throw my hat into the ring
and made a formal bid. At the same time
I put together an acquisition company
and an experienced team of M&A experts,
financial experts and multiple law firms,
as well as partner, Pasqua First Nations
(PFN). After months of financial, legal and
company due diligence, we finalised the
deal towards midnight on November 20th.
“PFN Group own 50% of the shares in the
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“Since then, we have already grown to 160
employees and forecast 190 by the end
of 2021. Our turnover in 2018 and 2019
was less than £15 million. By 2020 we had
grown it to £25 million and we expect
over £30 million this year.

order book. This led me to shake up
the business to focus more on export
opportunities and growing and
diversifying our order book. Our efforts
were rewarded with the Canadian Army
helmet contract extension in 2019,
the UK MoD PMETS Protected Mobility
Engineering & Technical Support contract
and other orders such as those for the
German Army’s WIESEL Platform and UK
MoD EOD suits. New market sectors have
been targeted such as the Transportation
Sector and various US military and law
enforcement programmes are underway.
Exports now account for over 30 % of our
business.”

“There was a heavy focus on the UK
market when I took over with a light

“How are you looking to grow the
business?”

holding company and I own the other
50%. Thus, NP Aerospace Ltd. and its
subsidiaries were acquired from Morgan
Advanced Materials and rebranded as
NP Aerospace. I started work as NP’s
CEO the next day with my team of 90
employees, nearly all of whom had
been at NP for many years under both
managements.

Above: James Kempston CEO NP Aerospace.
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CAMAC armour solutions for 181
WIESEL 1 AWC vehicles over a two-year
period. CAMAC is a patented, composite
vehicle armour solution that provides
ultra-light enhanced survivability for
platform and crew, increased ground
manoeuvrability and improved air
transportability. WIESEL 1 was developed
for the German Army to meet a
requirement for an air-transportable
light armoured tracked vehicle, for use
by airborne troops. The key focus of the
Government funded upgrade programme
is chassis improvements, ballistic and
mine protection and the integration of
communications and weapons systems. It
applies to three AWC variants, ensuring
they remain in service beyond 2030.
“The last time I came in 2009, NP had
just purchased a new facility to service
the Mastiff and Ridgback fleet and
other vehicles for Afghanistan. What
aspirations does NP have to expand its
vehicle business?”
Above: Plate in range.
“We are looking to the US market for
growth. The Canadian manufacturing
facility has been extended as part of
plans to expand into the US market.
The LASA Soldier System Portfolio is
expanded with new tactical shields
and new ballistic plates targeting law
enforcement and security markets. The US
Navy being the latest to contract for the
LASA LWB III+ Maritime Buoyant Plates.

We have retained our existing UK MoD
armour plate contracts and we will be
bidding various upcoming programmes
including Virtus. In addition, we have a
new contract for our medical composites
business which makes oncology beds for
export to global health organisations.”
On the vehicle armour side of the business
NP Aerospace will supply its lightweight

“We see vehicle and vehicle integration
as a major growth area for NP. In 2019
NP Aerospace was selected in the face of
strong competition to win the Protected
Mobility Fleet Program Contract with
the UK Ministry of Defence worth over
£63 million, making it the engineering
authority. The contract, known as
PMETS (Protected Mobility Engineering &
Technical Support) covers the MoD’s fleet
of 2,200 Protected Mobility Vehicles until
2024, with options to extend. The vehicles
covered under the contract include the

Below: The Foxhound.
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Above: DSEI Protected mobility fleet, from left to right: Jackal, Foxhound, Ridgback and Husky.
Mastiff, Wolfhound, Ridgback, Buffalo,
Choker, RODET, Foxhound, Jackal, Coyote
and Husky.
Below: The Mastiff.

“NP Aerospace has years of experience
leading complex military vehicle
integrations, robust testing and battlefield

certification, together with class-leading
capability in composite armour. The
company has designed, manufactured
and installed the full multi-hit CAMAC
platform armour onto a variety of
vehicles used to protect army staff on
UK MoD operations and continues to be
at the forefront of armour and vehicle
technology today.
“Armoured vehicles save lives on the
battlefield and this contract will ensure
they are repaired, upgraded and
returned to the frontline as quickly as
possible. The UK MoD is a key partner
for NP Aerospace. Winning the Protected
Mobility Engineering & Technical Support
contract demonstrates the company’s
commitment to delivering world
class armour technology and vehicle
integration to protect the British Armed
Forces. It puts NP Aerospace at the
forefront of strategic delivery within the
Defence Equipment and Support (DE&S)
Vehicle Systems. The contract supports
approximately 100 jobs in Coventry and
250 jobs across the UK supply chain until
2024 Since 2020 a further 50 jobs have
been created at NP Aerospace’s HQ in
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Foleshill and associated suppliers and
contractors.”
As engineering authority for 2,200
protected mobility vehicles under PMETS,
NP Aerospace is the prime contractor
for all contract deliverables and works
closely with PMETS partners – Atkins,
HORIBA-MIRA and ITS – and other
specialist companies.

“Are you looking at new product
development?”

“Very much so, we see a host of
applications for protective clothing and
infantry armour systems. We announced

Below: The German AWC.

One of the most significant tasks
recently has been to re-engineer the
Mastiff and Ridgback vehicles for
deployment to Mali, Africa, to support
British troops. The programme was
delivered during COVID-19 restrictions
with vehicles delivered in just over 80
working days.
New vehicle systems have been
implemented including new Horstman
suspension systems incorporating Ride
Height Control, along with upgraded
driveline, steering and braking systems,
central tyre inflation systems and
increased diameter tyres. This allows the
vehicles to operate off road in the same
terrain as Foxhound and Jackal.
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Above: The Ridgback.
our new 4030 ELITE Bomb Disposal Suit
which has been certified to NIJ 0117.01,
the US National Institute of Justice

Public Safety Bomb Suit standard, by the
Safety Equipment Institute. The official
report was received after an intensive 18

Below: The 4030 ELITE Bomb Disposal Suit and Helmet .

month development and testing program
– opening up opportunities to sell the
suit in the US and other global markets
requiring NIJ certification. NP Aerospace
is one of only two manufacturers in the
world to have been awarded this level of
certification on a bomb disposal suit.
We are also looking at a whole new range
of Police and Law Enforcement products
including tactical shields and ballistic
plates. NP Aerospace Bomb Disposal Suits
are world leading in blast mitigation,
survivability and overall comfort and
ergonomics.
Adding NIJ certification to an already
world leading product is a significant
accolade for our business and our
EOD product line. As a global armor
manufacturer with over 40 years’
experience in ballistic protection NP
Aerospace is well versed in complex
testing programs, however reaching this
milestone in just 18 months is a major
achievement. Users who require NIJ
certified Bomb Disposal Suits now have
the choice for a highly comfortable,
ergonomic option with best-in -class
survivability.”
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Above: NP Aerospace Tactical Armor.
The 4030 ELITE suit is now part of
several program tenders – attracting
significant interest from defense and
law enforcement organizations. Users at
recent US EOD events have commented
on the suit’s flexibility and fit at a low
weight, advanced blast protection
and ability to configure the base suit
with a wide range of accessories.
Communications, cooling and CBRN
systems can be easily added to the suit
without costly system upgrades.
The Editor met David Petheram, Chief
Operating Officer, NP Aerospace to
discuss the recent task to re-engineer
vehicles for deployment to Mali, Africa.
Below: NP Aerospace Plate.

This latest off-road mobility upgrade is
part of the PMETS contract and is valued
at c. £7 million covering 12 vehicles, NRE,
ongoing support and associated spares.
It has enabled proven, heavy armoured
vehicles held within the protected
mobility fleet to be used to protect British
Army troops in challenging operational
terrains. Optimising current platforms has
significantly reduced delivery timescales,
ensuring soldiers are safer, faster.
“The off-road mobility upgrade is a
significant development for the UK MoD.
It has potential to extend the life of
Ridgback and Mastiff which have saved
lives on operation, whilst delivering

performance improvements to match
other high mobility vehicles. Reduced
vehicle vibration has lessened driver and
passenger fatigue, providing a better
working environment for operational
tasks. Mobility improvements have
enabled a proven platform to be used
in theatres of operation previously
unachievable for standard vehicles. Whilst
the upgrade was driven by a specific
Urgent Capability Requirement, we see this
development having a much wider impact.
By using experienced NP Aerospace staff
alongside off the shelf components, NP
Aerospace has cut costs significantly and
enabled UK MoD to handle new combat
environments without the burden of
developing a completely new platform. The
speed at which we and our partners have
re-engineered the platforms, with fully
functional prototypes delivered in just
over 80 working days, has shown that we
have the capabilities to meet challenging
military requirements even in a global
pandemic with supply chain restrictions.
A total of over 700 Mastiff and Ridgback
vehicles have been armoured and
integrated by NP Aerospace over the last
15 years for use in various operational
theatres.” David Petheram said.
“You were recently awarded a contract to
install hybrid electric-drive systems on a
number of vehicles.”
“Yes, in 2020 we were awarded a £3m
contract by the UK MoD for NP Aerospace
to prime and demonstrate hybrid
electric-drive systems on Foxhound and
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Above: Level Peaks NP Aerospace CAST Vest.
Jackal vehicles, with the project being
delivered in collaboration with General
Dynamics Land Systems UK, Supacat
and Magtec. The contract award is part
of the Protected Mobility Engineering &
Technical Support (PMETS) programme.”
Below: NP Aerospace Helmets.

David Petheram said.
Developed by Magtec in the UK, the
hybrid electric e-drive solution for
Foxhound and Jackal is intended
to deliver multiple technical and

operational enhancements, including
(but not limited to); Silent mobility;
Enhanced Silent Watch capabilities;
Off-board electrical power; Increased
onboard power for the insertion of the
latest technologies.
Alongside delivering multiple technical
and operational enhancements, the
introduction of hybrid technology will
ultimately reduce the Army’s reliance
on fossil fuels – a step towards the
Government’s 2050 net zero goal.
“The Protected Mobility Engineering &
Technical Support (PMETS) programme
delivers safety, efficiency and innovation
activities across a variety of vehicle
platforms, via a collaborative approach.
The hybrid electric drive project is a
significant development that will further
extend the technical capabilities of the
vehicles and is an important advancement
in the incorporation of new technology.
It will provide a greater understanding of
what hybrid technology could achieve,
whilst also looking to the future in terms
of integrating additional sophisticated
electronics across the PMETS vehicle fleet.”
David Petheram said.
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Safety, Test and Development

programmes.

The Editor was then taken to meet Adrian
Smith, Quality Director who oversees
safety, testing and compliance at NP
Aerospace.

“Testing forms a critical part of your
product R&D?”

“Our armour saves lives, so we have to
ensure not only that our products are
extensively tested but also that we keep
up with developments in world markets
to ensure that our products match the
current threats and thus military and law
enforcement personnel are given the best
protection with the best equipment. To
that end we have numerous accreditations
including ISO 9001, ISO17025 and we test
to a variety of international standards
including NIJ, AEP and STANAG.
“Weight saving must form part of your
development programmes?”
“Yes, the larger the threat, the more
armour is required to defeat it. However,
using new materials and technologies
we have been able to make significant
weight savings. For example, over the last
few years we have taken a kilo out of the
weight of our high threat ballistic plates
and we are now producing 20% lighter
helmets with 30% better performance.
This is critical for new international

“Yes we have two live firing ranges where
we can test our armour up to 14.5mm
and we have on-site access to over 30,000
rounds of ammunition. The ranges have
high speed cameras top and bottom to
measure trajectory, bullet travel and
penetration. Having our own ranges gives
us advantages over our competition as
we can develop and test new and existing
armour quickly against a variety of
threats with confidence. This ultimately
benefits the end user.
“At NP Aerospace we are passionately
committed to delivering high quality,
technically advanced, life-saving products
that ultimately bring our loved ones
home. Testing and quality control play a
critical role in this.” Adrian Smith said.
The Editor left NP Aerospace safe in the
knowledge that not only will the new
management led by James Kempston
develop and sell a whole new range
of products which will benefit UK Plc
but that they have retained that vital
ingredient of ensuring the safety and
integrity of all their armoured products.

Below: Ballistic Range.

Comprehensive Factory Tour
After a comprehensive factory tour
by Anthony Moran, Director of
Engineering, demonstrated that NP had
advanced from old techniques of hand
sewing bomb disposal suits and hand
moulding helmets to the installation of
a number of robots to build and mould
helmets and new cutting technologies
to make bomb disposal suits. Historically
NP had chosen Coventry due to staff
expertise and its midlands industrial
location. For example, there are a large
number of Indian women experienced in
precision sewing techniques.
The company has also installed an
advanced 5 axis water jet cutter for
precision armour cutting. There are
three autoclaves of 3, 5 and 8 metres
in length, the latter of which can
accommodate a complete military
vehicle hull. NP can now produce
1,500 helmets plus a month using these
advanced manufacturing techniques.
Every armour plate is X rayed and
they are batch tested for ballistic and
performance and safety.
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MoD Evolution is Dependent on
Partnerships with Industry
By Steve Beeching, UK Managing Director, Viasat Inc.
Asking questions from the customer
point of view is the behavioural
innovation for sustained mission
effect
In this era of unrestricted and highly
competitive warfare, the U.K. Ministry
of Defence faces relentless and
demanding challenges. Many threat
actors can now acquire sophisticated
capabilities previously available
only to well-resourced nation states.
The MoD has artificial intelligence,
machine learning, software-defined
networks, digital platforms, digital
twins, synthetics, cloud computing, and
other tools in its arsenal. But is this new
technology aimed at combating these
threats delivering successful outcomes
for the MoD?
MoD adversaries are leveraging rapid
advances in emerging disruptive
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technologies and using them to pose
new, evolving and ongoing threats
– particularly in space, cyberspace,
and computing. To stay competitive
in this environment, its technologies
must evolve faster than those of its
adversaries. And that means delivering
solutions at the speed of relevance.
The very real threat posed by disruptive
technologies has been driving the
private sector since the age of the
internet – but it leads to another
question: Are innovation and the
technology roadmap keeping up with
the vulnerabilities of our customers?

It starts with a question
The Chief of Defence Staff, Permanent
Under Secretary, and Commander
of UK Strategic Command all have

stated that current approaches by the
Defence community are not enough for
MoD to meet its very broad national
security goals. The Chief of Naval
Operations recently called out defence
companies for behaviour that he views
as counterproductive to the needs of
the military in driving spend in excess of
needs, saying “It's not helpful.”
We must challenge ourselves as a
defence and industrial space sector to
deliver what is needed to make these
adversarial threats irrelevant. We do this
by staying one step ahead and redefining
the relationship between industry and
defence.
The path forward starts with one very
difficult question for industry: What is
the problem that the defence customer
is trying to solve in delivering its
mission?

MoD Evolution is Dependent on Partnerships with Industry
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This question starts a chain reaction
of questioning, listening, trialling, and
iterative solution work that is solely
focused on learning, adapting, and
delivering required mission effects
collectively. It focuses both industry
and the customer on the prioritised
mission, which ultimately is to make
the adversarial context irrelevant,
rather than using broad endeavours
to deliver every aspect of the
defence environment equally. The
question sets the mission objective and
desired outcome, not the technology.
Ascertaining the problem statement
requires a trust-based partnership
between industry and defence. It
requires the sharing of vulnerabilities
and an agreed-upon, accurate definition
of the mission outcome being sought.
This starts with examining the customer
journey through its mission and
operational processes, and at each stage
knowing why processes are followed and
what value or hinderance each delivers.
These journeys create a dot-to-dot
drawing and virtual process of the
mission with those areas of value
and hinderance. It highlights what’s
important for driving desired outcomes
on the battlefield instead of technology
or processes. Together, defence and
industry leaders can start asking the
difficult and challenging questions
of each process step and method of
achievement. These questions allow this
partnership team to create a hypothesis
of how to improve the mission effect.
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The hypothesis is an integrated solution
(rather than a new technology) and the
mission effect is the unit for measuring
success, failure, or stagnation.
Each hypothesis is then enacted,
whether simulated or physically
delivered, and the process of the
customer’s journey through this new
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operational environment is measured
against the desired effect. This
partnership and joint process measures
those elements of the mission that have
been successful and those that have not,
including areas that should be halted or
considered for further iteration.
Often referred to as spiral or iterative

development, the question has most
importantly moved the focus from
technology innovation to the mission
innovation. In addition, the challenges
for success involve and are dependent
on the defence customer, as each
iteration offers improved solutions
that demand redirection of operational
methods and improvements to processes.
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problem-sharing process helps shape
decisions for market investments that
augment defence needs.
The bottom line is that focusing on the
fundamental problem to be solved will
lead us to a different conversation that
is no longer technology focused and
siloed in nature. Instead, we’ll focus on
the total desired effects and capabilities
that are needed by industry and defence
to accelerate the final outcome we want
for warfighters – for the mission and
way we operationally evolve.

Changing the relationship
The spiral development partnership is
now as much about improving the way
we operate as improving the technology
and tools that are used.
As with all hypotheses and change, it
is vital to understand and record all
the value offered by the recalibrated
solutions. Whereas technology is often
evaluated by way of a single economic
measure of purchase price that meets
specification, the mission outcome
process measures total sustainability:
l	Proven delivery of mission effect
l	The reduced time to deliver the
mission effect
l	The total cost (saving) of the new
solution
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l	The

operational savings, both direct
time and in indirect redeployment of
personnel and other equipment
l	The savings in future change now that
the product is integrated by design

So, does changing the relationship
dynamic work? It does when it delivers
efficiencies on tactics, techniques,
and procedures that are all focused on
making the adversarial threat irrelevant.

With a partnership approach, the
solution design is collectively owned,
removing much of the prior adversarial
relationships formed when outcomes
are segregated from technology design
needs. The customer journey and its
outcome-focused solution delivers
value innovation to the MoD through
solutions rather than just technology.
The spiral journey facilitates sharing
of the appropriate rapidly advancing
private sector innovations whilst the

The changing world requires that
industry and defence redefine their
relationship. Success starts with asking
the most important question rather
than proffering technology. Listening,
customer journeys, and collective
solution and operation innovation
will define the appropriate technology
for the desired effect and will deliver
integration by design.

Who is up for the challenge?

Networking The Battlespace

Robotics Feature

We are family: Get to know L3Harris’
impressive family of robotic systems
just how critical the role of robots
can be. Its growing family of robotic
systems currently consists of the T7™,
a large, multi-mission robot that is
revolutionising robotic control, and the
T4™, the world’s most capable mediumsized robot. Both were designed to
address the demanding requirements
of commercial and military missions in
challenging environments.

for an unparalleled operational
experience.

In today’s ever-evolving battlespace,
missions are becoming increasingly
complex. Intensive, complicated, and
time-consuming, they place a heavy
burden on military personnel and
often put them in considerable danger.
Whether it’s hazardous materials cleanup, chemical, biological, radiological,
nuclear and explosives (CBRNE)
detection, or explosive ordnance
disposal (EOD), the risk to service people
is constantly growing as they continue
to put their lives on the line to make the
world a safer place.

The T7 is setting the standard
for large robots

For years, robots have played a crucial
role in ensuring personnel stay protected
during these challenging missions,
enabling them to respond to threats
more quickly and effectively while
keeping out of harm’s way. With new
threats emerging almost every day, it’s
essential to ensure the robotic systems
you’re investing in are advanced, agile,
reliable, and ready for anything.

The T7 is redefining cutting-edge
robotics, thanks to its extraordinarily
immersive dynamic force feedback and
intuitive control capabilities. Strong,
highly dextrous, and powerful, the T7
makes light work of burdensome tasks.
Built specifically to help overcome
the challenges identified by hundreds
of users, it provides impressive
manipulation precision and dexterity

L3Harris Technologies understands

Above: L3Harris T4 and T7 family of robotic systems outside with OCU SAS.
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Extremely robust, the T7 can withstand
heavy-duty usage, avoiding sizeable
replacement costs and reducing the
need for repairs. Hardened against
electromagnetic interference (EMI) due
to its aerospace-grade design, the robot
is also optimised to operate alongside
powerful electronic countermeasures
(ECM) without disruption. Purpose-built
for outstanding performance and ease of
use, the T7 enables personnel to achieve
the previously unachievable.

The medium-sized T4 packs
a large punch
L3Harris’ T4 robot offers large robot
capabilities in a medium-sized package.
Weighing in at just over 100kg, the T4
outperforms all other medium-sized
robots, as well as many large ones.
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haptic control system have been
independently verified by the US
Army Research Laboratory (ARL) in
human factors testing, concluding
“100% of the users indicating it
either somewhat improved or greatly
improved their overall mission
performance,” leading to 20%
reduction in task completion time and
operator workload.
2. Commonality across systems

Above: L3Harris T4 robotic system IED backpack SAS.
It can be transported with ease and
rapidly broken down into subsystems
to be carried by two people. The T4
robot’s best-in-class manipulator reach
and superior strength set it apart from
others in its weight class, enabling it to
perform tasks previously beyond the
scope of a medium robot.
Moreover, the T4 is able to fire the
highest power EOD disruptors of any
medium-sized robot, such as HOTROD
and PIGSTICK. Its patented recoilabsorbing system reduces recoil forces to
its arm by an astounding 90%, allowing
it to fire repeatedly with maximum
disruptive effect and no robot damage.
Like its larger predecessor, the T4 is
also hardened against electromagnetic
interference (EMI), so it has no issue
operating alongside ECM. This incredibly
capable robot is changing the game for
medium-sized robotic systems.

mimic their movement. Moreover,
the control interface is motorized and
can push on the user’s hand, allowing
the operator to physically “feel” what
its robot arm is feeling due to tactile
force sensors in the gripper fingers,
enabling mission-critical precision
and human-like dexterity during
complex tasks.
	An intelligent user interface enables
rapid completion of demanding and
intricate jobs, such as unzipping bags
and opening small compartments
like glove boxes, maximising mission
effectiveness and significantly
reducing task completion time.
The advantages of the L3Harris

	The environments in which missions
are conducted across the battlespace
can vary widely. Certain missions may
be better suited to a certain size of
robot or certain capabilities, which
might require the procurement of
both large and medium-sized robots
to ensure as many bases are covered
as possible. The issue this presents is
that often these robots are procured
from different vendors, or else do
not share any of the same features or
capabilities, meaning training takes
up more time than it should and skills
retention across systems is made that
much harder. Likewise, having to
switch between multiple controllers
and interfaces during missions is less
than ideal in a world where every
second counts.
	That’s why L3Harris designed a
family of robotic systems. As the T4
was built on the foundations of the
T7, the robots share many of the
same features and capabilities. As
a result, operation across systems
is streamlined, cognitive burden
is dramatically reduced, and any
required training is minimised.

Below: L3Harris robotics operator control unit SAS.

While both robots have significant
strengths individually, they are also built
as a family of systems to help streamline
operations, maximise skills retention,
and reduce through-life support and
maintenance costs.
The L3Harris family of robotic systems
shares many exciting advantages:
1. Mission effectiveness is maximised
	The most important of the features
the T7 and T4 share is a unique haptic
feedback controller that’s compatible
with both systems. Unlike other
robotic controllers that use simple
joysticks or game controllers, this
haptic controller allows the user to
move their hand and have the robot
Left: L3Harris T7 multi mission robotic
system harshest environments.
Inset: T4 and T7 systems lights.

BATTLESPACE C4ISTAR TECHNOLOGIES
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Above: L3Harris-T7-multi-mission-robotic-system-EOD.
Operators can even switch between
the robots using a single controller,
meaning both systems can be used
simultaneously for integrated
missions. Due to the many common
parts and interfaces they share,
deployment, support, and repair of
the robots is made that much simpler
too. This commonality across systems
also means any associated costs are
massively reduced.
3. Robots ready to overcome any
challenge
	The unpredictable nature of the
battlespace demands agility and
adaptability in the face of changing
threats. L3Harris’ robotic systems
are rapidly reconfigurable to readily
meet mission requirements as they
evolve. Multiple mission-specific
attachments, sensors, payloads, tools,
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and easy-to-use payload interfaces
mean the T7 and T4 are ready for
almost anything. The robots are also
easily upgradable to ensure they’re
always performing at their optimum,
extending service life and reducing
through-life costs.
	Extremely manoeuvrable thanks
to an all-terrain, all-weather track
system, L3Harris robots provide
uncompromised performance all of
the time. What’s more, a ruggedized
design ensures they thrive in even
the harshest of environments, so
whether faced with sand, snow, mud,
staircases, or water, they’re never
deterred from completing the task at
hand.

In service and saving lives
L3Harris robotic systems are often called

upon to complete dangerous tasks to
keep soldiers protected. In fact, earlier
this year, L3Harris delivered its 122nd
T7 robot to the UK Ministry of Defence
(MoD) for its STARTER program to
replace their aging existing fleet of EOD
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs). These
T7 robots are now being deployed for
missions both within the UK and abroad.
L3Harris’ family of robotic systems is
on display at this year’s Defence and
Security Equipment International (DSEI)
event in London from 14-17 September
2021. To get up close and personal with
these robots and understand more
about how they save lives, reduce the
cognitive burden, and offer unmatched
performance and control for complex
missions, visit L3Harris on Stand H5-310.
Discover more about our family of
robotic systems by visiting
l3harris.com/robotics.
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POWERING PROGRESS
DEFINING YOUR FUTURE

14−17
14-17 September
SEPTEMBER2021
2021
EXCEL, LONDON
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LAND
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NAVAL
ZONE

JOINT
ZONE

SECURITY
ZONE

DSEI TO RUN AS LIVE EVENT
As part of the live event we will be launching DSEI Connect – a new
digital offering designed to give you ﬂexibility and accessibility.
Grow your network, access live and on demand content and view
supply chain listings BEFORE, DURING and POST the event.

FIND OUT MORE & REGISTER TODAY: WWW.DSEI.CO.UK/REGISTER2021
Supported by

Follow us on

DSEI
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Organised by

@DSEI_event
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Tactical battlefield communications solutions
Video & mission management solutions
Networking modules & systems
Computing modules & systems
Test & monitoring solutions
Tactical data link solutions
Data storage & recorders
Motion control solutions
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Oxley & SeaKing Partnership Offers Marine Navigation Lighting & Control System

